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commercial aspects of horticulture can be adequately under-

stood and their tendencies determined only through a study

of past developments ; and whatever scientific deductions

are to be drawn for our guidance in the increasing compe-

titions and complexities of the time must be made in the full

light of the evolution of cultivated plants. The time has

come when philosophical and reflective study of horticulture

culture seem to be directed almost wholly to the immediate

and so-called practical problems, most of which, at best, are

temporary.

L. H. BAILEY.

Ithaca, N. Y.
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Part I.

GENERAL ANNALS.

§ i. FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

The year 1892 was distinguished i

if fruits. It was a marked contrast to 1891, when th<

vere almost uniformly fair to very good. The deteri

:ausesof the failures of 1892 are perhaps largely attributable

o the weather. Late frosts cut off the peach crop in most
>arts of the Delaware and Chesapeake peninsula, and the early

eason in most of the Eastern states was excessively wet, with
routh following at midsummer. The heavy rain-fall delayed
ilanting and orchard operations, and discouraged the appli-

ations of insecticidal and fungicidal sprays. It also no
ioubt greatly encouraged the incursions of fungi, which were
or the most part serious, especially in apple orchards. There
/ere apparently comparatively few serious extended ravages

The apple crop of 1892 was very poor and small, as a whole.

The spread of leaf-blight early in the season was perhaps
ost serious cause of the shortage. The condition which
.resent in the great orchards of western New York in

was wide spread in 1892. The foliage early in the sea-
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in the middle states and westward, scarcely any healthy growth
was made until near midsummer, when late rains freshened it.

This serious leaf-blight appears to be directly responsible for
the death of many of the flowers and young fruits. It is evi-

fungu
possibly con-

has yet been done to stay its progress. The ordina^apple-
scab injury upon foliage and fruit, which progresses somewhat
slowly throughout the season, is readily held in check—as the
experiments of 1892 again show—by sprays of copper com-
pounds. If the blight which dissipates the crop while yet in
flower is amenable to the same treatment, we have still an-
other emphasis given to the importance of very early spray-
ing—a conclusion to which experiments point with renewed
force every year. But whatever the exact cause of this rapid
blight of the apple, it is evidently greatly influenced by the
weather of spring. The two seasons in which it has attracted
most attention were marked by prolonged and heavy cold
rams at about the blossoming time and extending some days
beyond it. This blight was much less serious in New York
than in 1890, but in Michigan and west to Kansas it was very

The western apple states—Missouri, Kansas and adjacent
regions—experienced almost a total failure of apples. The
older apple regions of southern Michigan were equally barren,
but the northern section, in the neighborhood of Traverse

the BaY> °n Lake Michigan, gave a good crop, both in quality and
»ps. quantity. In New York and Ohio the crop was considerable

and m some sections it was good. The Hudson river region,
for instance, had a good crop, but it was used mostly for ex-
port and therefore made little impression upon the domestic
markets. In other New England states the crop was fair and
much of it found its way to the west. Even M;iim- wpph-s were
shipped west, but the results were commonly unsatisfa< ton
for prices were not sufficient to cover the great cost of hand-
ling and transportation. The Canadian crop was good andwas largely consumed in the export trade. The estimated
percentages of the apple crop in various states for S^t^mW
and November, as compared

P
wi,h an ave^e ,'uTl crop! pu"



lished by the statistician of the Department of Agriculture, are

as follows :

Arkansas ..... 62 56 California 81

Tennessee 57 55

These figures average much lower than similar ones n

for the crop of 1891*, although the crop for that year was
heavy. It will be seen that with the comparatively unim
tant exception of Idaho, none of the estimates reach 90
cent, of an average full crop. Notwithstanding the

short crop, the exportation to England did not fall very

under that of 1891, although the Canadian crop hel

largely to keep up the foreign consignments. The apple

ports from all ports to all ports for the season ending I

31st, 1892, were as follows :
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exporters lost heavily. This condition was owing in part, per-

haps, to the inferior quality of the apples. The early apples
were also held back for better prices, and arrived in market in

poor condition. Many varieties which should have been ex-

ported in October were held until November. Fall Pippin
and Twenty Ounce were among them. Because of duty regu-

lations, Canadian apples were shipped by Canadian ports more
exclusively than formerly. There appears to be a decided
drop in the popularity abroad of the Newtown Pippin. This
is due primarily to the popularizing of other apples in Eng-
land, and it has no doubt been hastened by the substitution

of Peck Pleasant and other green apples for the Newtown.
The acreage of Newtown Pippin cultivation is also lessening,

due to the encroachments of cities upon the available lands
laong the Hudson, the disappearance of the old families

and dying out of old orchards, and possibly, also, to the

serious incursions of scab. Although nearly every export
consignment of apples goes to Great Britain, the continental
markets take our apples from the English. The time cannot
be far distant when large shipments will be made directly to

the continent. During the year, one of the NewYork ex-

porters received a cablegram order from Berlin for 1,000

The apple crop of England was light, as was also that of

France, Holland and Germany. Belgium had a fair crop, as did

Denmark, from which the Gravensteins come in competition
wtih the early winter American apples in the English markets.
The American apple territory is constantly widening. The

crops of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and other western states are

now very important factors in the apple movements of the coun-
try. There are undoubtedly large regions still farther west
which are capable of growing the apple to perfection. Parts
of northern California alreadv grow good apples in consider-

,

able quantity, and Oregon, Washington and British Columbia
: are planting them to an increasing extent*. Oregon early
began to grow apples, and when the mining fever of Cali-
fornia was at its hight, apple growing there was as profitable
as gold mining. In 1854 some 500 bushels of apples are said
to have been shipped from Oregon to California, and returned
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hipments from the north declined.

u-hes were killed by late frosts in large areas of the At-

; coast, and the Michigan crop was very light. In Del-

2 and Maryland the crop was almost an utter failure.

;rop in southern Illinois was also very small. California,

gia and Florida produced a fair crop. The following

lates for September i are those compiled by the sta-

ian of the Department of Agriculture, the figures repre-

in iia

ter than the apples and peaches.

I crop over any extended geogr

tes of the Department of Agricul

... 35 Ohio 56 California ... .80

nd other orchard fruits probably averaged nearly

the apple crop. The plum crop of New York,

le most important plum section east of the Rocky plum crop.

, was mostly large, although serious incursions of

knot have decimated the industry in the Hudson'
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river valley. The Japanese plums are now beginning to

make some impression upon the market. It is found that

some of the varieties are adapted to a wide range of terri-

tory, even as far north as New York and New England.

Various The Chinese Primus Simonii grown in California has made
plums remarkable sales in the eastern markets, although this fruit

has not been profitable for cultivation in the east. The native

plums, the product of several species, are rapidly becoming
staple fruits in some markets, and some of them are found to

be adapted to canning on a large scale. Plum growing is

now more diverse in its species and varieties than any other

American fruit industry.

ceeeing one-half of the anticipated crop when the trees were
in bloom. Lack of moisture appears to have been one of the

Prunes, causes of the failure. It is expected that the final figures of

the crop of 1892 will not greatly exceed 20,000,000 pounds.

This is considerably less than the crop of 1891, notwithstand-

ing the larger acreage which is constantly coming into bearing.

The crops of cured prunes in California for six years are as

follows :

The importation of foreign prunes into the United States

shows a decline, no doubt mostly due to the competition of

the California product:

Imported in 1887 . . 92,032,625 lbs. Imported in 1890 . . 58,093,410 lbs.

1888 .. 70,626,027 '« " 1891 .. 9,336,859
"

1889 • . 46,154.825
"

Oranges and lemons. The orange crop for the season of

1892-3 is about the same as of 1891-2, although more trees

ancUemonl
^ad reached bearing age. The orange crop of 1891-2 was

a (

nearly 5,000,000 boxes, of which about 3,500,000 came from
Florida. Florida will market about 3,000,000 boxes this

year, California 1,500,000, and Louisiana about 500,000, mak-
ing in all about 5,000,000 boxes. The crop of southern
California, as estimated at midwinter 1892-3 by the Santa
Fe railroad—evidently including lemons—is as follows :

From the Riverside district, 660,000 boxes ; San Diego,
30,000 ; Santa Anita, 77,500; Azusa 19,400 ; Covina, 40,750;



Duarte, 46,250; Etiwanda, 3,000 ;
Glendora, 7,560 ;

High-

land, 18,925 ;
Lamanda, 82,000; Monrovia, 8,540; North

Cucamonga, 3,070; North Ontario, 59,475) North Pomona,
45,150; Redlands, 53,280; Pasadena, 50,500; Rivera, 51,575;
Whittier, 3,000; Downey, 11,600; Santa Fe Springs, 3,500;
Los Nietos, 500; Fullerton. 3.130: Anaheim. 53,975; Santa
Ana, Orange, McPherson and Tustin territory, 182,760; Los
Angeles and Vernondale district, 188,350; Inglewood, 12,000;

Glendale, 51,800. According to these figures, the whole crop

would reach 1,677,050 boxes, or say 5,800 carloads.

The California State Board of Horticulture finds that 38 of

the 54 counties grow oranges, and nearly as many grow
lemons. The board makes the following estimates of the

acreage of the state for 1892 :

The total number of orange trees set in orchards in Cali-
fornia is therefore 3,957,453- of which 1,025,899 are estimated
to have reached bearing age.

The California orange crops exert comparatively small in-

fluence upon the easternmost markets, but they have a de-
cided tendency to keep the foreign orange trade east of Chi-
cago.

The Florida orange crop for nine years has been as follows:
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The total imports of oranges and lemons into the United
States for a series of fiscal years (ending June 30) have been

Notwithstanding the rapidly increasing production ot

their own, for the most part, a fact which shows that the

consumption of oranges must be greatly on the increase.

The lemon movement from foreign countries is rapidly grow-

ing, and the domestic lemon crop is not yet large enough to

influence it.

Arizona promises to become an important region for citrous

fruits. The first important shipment of oranges from Arizona

was made about the opening of the year 1892. The following

dates, given by a correspondent in Fruit Trade Journal, atford
Arizona.

a genera i v iew G f t iK. progression of the season in Arizona, the

fruit prospects of which are certanly inviting: "In 1886

there were ripe apricots in Yuma, May 15 ; in '87, on May 14

apricots were ripe, figs on the 16th, and grapes June 6; in '88

mulberries were ripe April 21, wild currants or quaviries May
5, figs and apricots Mav 12, watermelons May 25. White Adri-

atic figs and Black Hamburg grapes June and, and Muscatel

grapes, muskmelons and second crop of figs on June 7; in

and BlacL Hamburg grapes 'on May 25th, Ln/second crop of

figs June 29th. Yuma figs that year sold in San Francisco
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May 2 1 st for$i per pound. They were shipped by Dr. J. H.
Taggarts. In 'go blackberries were ripe May ioth, wheat on
the 17th. green corn was brought in by the Indians on the

17th, tomatoes were ripe the 17th, figs and apricots the 31st,

wdd currants June 7 th, white figs the 14th. and Tokay grapes

on the 27th; in '91 figs were ripe May 15th
;
grapes June 2d.

watermelons on the 6th. This season apricots were ripe May
1st, figs on the 7th, plums on the 8th, blackberries on the

gth. Figs were ripe this year 9 days earlier than last, 24

earlier than in '88, and 9 days earlier than in '87."

Th^foXwing clipping from the Fruit Trade Journal of June

un'tried

2

coun try

S

:

* ^ 0penin
° °

important venture

-On Monday [June 14] the first car of apricots from Ari-

zona reached this citv [New York], and was sold at auction

on the Erie pier. The fruit landed from this car utterly

ruined, and only averaged about 10 cents per half crate.

tion mav be judged from the fact that tin; Hoard «»t Health

seized 250 crates and had them carted to the dump. This car

was rejected by the consignees. Messrs. Sgobel & Day. and
was sold • tor account of whom it may concern.' Yesterday

morning the second car, containing 1,086 half crates Royal
apricots, arrived and was sold at auction by the above firm

handsome quality, larger than that coming from California,

brought much higher figures. This latter came in a dim-rent

kind of a refrigerator car. which had been properly iced on the

1 good condition. The
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"The olive is being extensively planted and widely distrib-

uted in California. It is one of the very first trees brought
to the country from Spain and Mexico by the good padres,
more than 100 "years ago. It is only within the past few years
that the olive has met with full appreciation at the hands of

California horticulturists. But few orchards of considerable
age are to be found in the state, aside from the few old,

gnarly trees that proclaim here and there the site of an an-

cient mission. Mr. Ellwood Cooper, of Santa Barbara
county, and the Kimball Brothers, of San Diego county, have
been for many years the most extensive growers of olives and
the largest producers of oil in this state. The pure oil pro-

ducts of their olive orchards have established the value of

California oil in many of the great markets of this country,

though as yet the output of olive oil in this state is compara-
tively small, but with the immense number of olive trees now

ton of a few years. Olives have been most extensively planted

in the southern counties, though the industry is reaching out

in various directions. The people are fully awake to the ad-

vantages derived from planting the olive, which fact accounts
for the planting of some hundreds of thousands of trees dur-

"Mr^Cooper^reports the yield of oil to be from 10 to 12

per cent, in weight of the fruit used ;
hence, some idea may

be gained of the possible outcome of olive planting as a busi-

ness venture. In some sections of the state, the olive bears early

and abundantly, and it is generally understood that the tree

requires less care than most others. To give some notion of

the production of oil in the great producing centers of the

world, we may state that Italy, with an area of only 112,000

square miles, has 2,250,000 acres devoted to olive culture,

from which the average annual yield is about 54,000,000 gal-

lons. Of this amount, about 20,000,000 gallons are annually
exported, of which the United States gets a small part. An
immense area is devoted to the olive in Spain, and is esti-

mated at about 5,000,000 acres, from which there is a yearly
output of 150,000,000 gallons of oil. Only a small part of

this oil is exported, some 10,000,000 gallons, owing to its in-

"To gauge the capacity of the Spaniard as an oil consumer,
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poor grade of olive oil is about 140,000,000 gallons yearly.

The people of the United States, however, are very small con-
sumers of olive oil, the imports for the the vear ending June
30th, 1890, being 893,984 gallons of salad oil, while for 1891
they reached only 605,509 gallons^ and for the year ending
with June last, 706,486 gallons, at a cost of $876,613."
Xut culture is assuming commercial importance in special

regions. Perhaps the most promising development is that

of the pecan industry in the south, inasmuch as this nut

direct competition with other nuts. The European walnut

although chestnuts, pecans, filberts, and others, are consider-

ably grown. The walnut is confined mostlv to Los Angeles,
Ventura and Santa Barbara counties. The estimated crop
of 1892 is 2,300,000 pounds, against 2,500,000 pounds in 1891,

about 1,000,000 pounds in 1888. The shortage of the present

The almond crop is thought to be considerably larger this

loads, or 572,000 pounds; 1890, 10 carloads, or 198,067
pounds

; 1889, 22>4 carloads. The imports of almonds in the

meantime have been as follows for the fiscal years ending

June 30:

15.858

1892 7,629,392 1,028,671

Fig culture has been considerably agitated in California

2 introduction of the fig-wasp from Smyrna.* Receivers

the east declare that California can never compete with the

;tern Mediterranean countries in the production of figs,

itorial in the California Fruit Grower,^ which takes much
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"That the fig does not enter into daily use more largely

among the people is no doubt to be regretted, for it is a rich,

varieties in cultivation in this state were not such as to justify

their planting on a large scale; but now that it is better

wider extension of fig culture may be looked for with confi-

Fi sinCal-
dence. * * * But let us nere inquire just how

ifomia. important an industry fig cultivation in California may become.
To begin with, it cannot be reasonably hoped that we may
successfully compete in foreign markets with those who pro-

duce and prepare figs for those markets and our own at the

present time. If, through the evolution of a steel-pointed

blastophaga* or otherwise, we shall be able to produce a fig

good enough to capture and hold the home market, we shall

have accomplished much more than most men hope for in this

generation. The present consumption of this fruit in the

United States must therefore be taken as the limit beyond
which fig culture could not probably be made profitable,

though an increased consumption might reasonably follow

larger production and lower prices. Among the single-fruit

enthusiasts of California, the fig man holds a conspicuous
place. He would have us believe that the fig should be cul-

tivated wherever the soil and climate will permit, which would

Arizona, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and Florida, in

parts of which the fig will thrive. But let us submit the fig

proposition to the test of mathematics ; and in this we need

materially affect the conclusions to which the figures force us.

"Importations of figs into the United States for each year
ending June 30th, as follows :

"Total imports for six years, 56,151,288 pounds, valued

$3,127,121 ; or an average of 9,357>538 pounds per year,

worth $521,187, or $5.57 per 100 pounds.
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A probable secondary result of the success of the sprays will

be the re-introduction of various hardy European grapes,
which it has been impossible to grow out of doors in the cast,

largely because of mildew. There is already some indication

that the Bordeaux mixture will completely protect these

Two most novel counter movements in grapes have taken
place during the year—the shipment of American grapes to

England, and English grapes to America. Nine carloads of

Concord in 9-pound baskets were shipped by the Germania
to England by growers in Chautauqua county, New York.
The fruit arrived in Liverpool November 5 in good condition.

In London, 1,000 baskets sold for 45 to 57 cents each. The
growers netted from 20 to 23 cents per basket on the cargo,

which is quite as good as the ordinary home market. The
grapes were not of sufficiently high quality to please the Eng-
lish purchasers, however, and the better "varieties should be
substituted for the Concord, at least in part, in succeeding
exportations.

The movement from England to America consisted of

small consignments of house-grown grapes to New York,

where, in the winter of 1892-3, they sold for $1.50 and even

$2.2=, per pound. This experiment is chiefly interesting to

Americans in showing that there is a good limited market for

hothouse grapes.
The California raisin crop is now an important commer-

cial factor. The following historical summary of the industry

is from the California Fruit Grower :f

"The first recognized shipment of California raisins was
made in 1873, and consisted of less than 6,000 boxes.

This was followed by a product of only 9,000 boxes the

next year, and 11,000 the year after. From this time forward
the increase has been rapid, and the crop of 1887 reached
800,000 boxes. Last year the product was 2,600,000 boxes,

or 52,000,000 pounds, and the entire product of raisins in the

state, from 1873 to 1891 inclusive, reached 9,488,000 boxes of

20 pounds each; or a total of 189,760,000 pounds. From
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in - lines to better their schedules this coming season. I look

for an average of at least seven days on this year's shipments.

"A few figures regarding the past season's work may be

figures can be said to represent about the prices that other

markets have averaged, although probably New York's results

for Bartlett pears and Tokav grapes are higher. Compiling

these after four years' experience with good and had markets,

the results should be of great value to producers, as showing
which varieties are best and most profitable to cultivate.

possible that the average may have been greatly reduced,

owing to some large lots having reached me in bad condition:

>ad Of l8S9 . 1890. ,89!. isv.

Emperors. . . .

s sold by me in N. Y.
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mouth, Mass. In accordance with the plan reported by this

Ih.mnis on the 2(Pday of April, and by the Special Foreign
Trade Committee of the American Cranberry Growers' Asso-
ciation, held in Philadelphia on the 21 day of May. 1892, the
following agreement was made between the Cranberry men
and the Fruit Growers" Trade Company, a body organized

)s agreed, between the^ndersigned Cranberry Grow-
ers, of the first part, and the Fruit Growers' Trade Company, cranberry

a corporation under the laws of New Jersey, of the second u
rK
n
aniza "

part, that we, the said parties of the first part, will become
stockholders in the said company by contributing to its capital

stock such percentage of our several crops of cranberries
each year as shall be called for by the directors of the said
company, not to exceed three (3) per centum in any one year,

for a period of three years, beginning with the first crop after

taking ettect of this agreement.
"// is further agreed on behalf of the parties of the first

part, that the said fruit so contributed shall be of the best
quality grown by them, cleaned and packed in boxes or bar-

rels, with the stencil or trade-mark of the grower thereon
;

marked for shipment as directed by the Fruit Growers' Trade
Company, and delivered to the most convenient railroad or

transportation company; and it is agreed between the par-

grower shall receive credit for fruit so shipped at the price that
day quoted in the Producers' Price Current of New York for that

grade of fruit, less transportation charges, not to exceed 10

cents per box or 30 cents per barrel. (All freight in excess of

that amount to be paid by the company.) The grade is to be
determined by the agent of the Fruit Growers' Trade Com-
pany charged with that duty ; and for each twenty-five dollars

($25) so credited, the said Fruit Growers' Trade Company
shall cause to be issued a certificate for one share of the capi-
tal stock of the said company.

" And be it further agreed, that if the grower so elect he
may, in lieu of fruit, remit in cash the value of said fruit as

quoted in the Producers' Price Current of New York on the
day previous to the remittance, less the price of freight to

New York ; and it is further agreed, that for any fractional part
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"It is furthe
that it will use t

markets, extend

which are made a part of this agreement.
" // is further agreed, that the present stockholders of the

Fruit Growers' Trade Company who shall become parties to

this agreement shall stand credited with amounts already paid

in as capital in the said company as against assessments under
this agreement, and on the return of the present part-paid

certificates the treasurer shall issue new paid-up certificates

Tfos™agreement shall bVvalid and binding upon the said

company when properly signed by the grower, but shall not

take effect until signed 1>\ growers representing a majority

available records and statistics of the crop."

Abundant pledges of support have been received, and

the above scheme now appears to be assured of a thorough

be the following

:

"i. The establishment of daily sales at auction at Liverpool

and other distributing centers, where cranberries are now only

occasionally catalogued and sold.

by convincing them of its merits and popularity, and by

"3. To educate the people to use and appreciate them
by cooking and gratuitous distribution in pul>li< market places,

after the plan successfully pursued by Hecker and others.
" 4. To interest the large canners and preservers in the fruit,

and, if possible, have them put up in the same style of package
and placed alongside other popular jams and preserves : failing

in this, to have them put up by contract and so placed, and
with such a margin of profit as will be interesting to dealers.
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"To secure the co-operation of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and, if possible, government aid to the
enterprise."

Pineapples. The crop of pineapples for 1892 was a gratifying pineapp,es
one to those who have predicted that the fruit can be grown toFlond*,

profitably in Florida. "The pineapple industry is rapidly
developing in Florida," says the Fruit Trade Journal* "A
few years ago it was comparatively unknown. This year the

pineapple section, is double that of last year, and some

ative estimates, according to a gentleman in Savannah, from
Titusville recently, put the crop at 25,000 to 30,000 crates,

while some estimates go as high as 35,000. The shipping
season began about two weeks ago, and will last about two
weeks longer. This season is a short one, lasting only a month.
The principal producing section is about 100 miles below

is a very fine one. The chief markets to which the fruit is

shipped are the northern markets, although Chicago, Cincin-
nati and the western cities are becoming large consumers.
"The pineapple industry is even yet comparatively little

known. Captain Richards, of Eden, is the pioneer of the
industry in the Indian river section, and he is by far the
largest grower. His plantation is an extensive one, and he
has realized large profit from the fruit. Titusville is the point
through which the fruit is shipped, and the Indian river

steamers do a large business at this season handling the crop.
A few other sections of Florida grow the fruit, but none so

extensively as the Indian river section. A few pineapples are

grown in the vicinity of Orlando, but they are grown under
sheds, while on the Indian river both the soil and climate are

favorable to the crop, and it grows luxuriantly in the open air.

The industry promises to become one of the most important
in Florida, and a year or two from now the crop will have
been quadrupled. The fruit is easily grown. A slip planted
one year becomes a bearing plant the second year. The fruit

from the Orlando section is shipped to England. It is a par-

ticularly fine variety, and finds a ready market abroad. A con-
siderable crop is also grown in the extreme sonthern part of
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the state on the keys and is shipped to Key West, and from
there via steamer to New York."

Dried Dried fruits. The enormous and ever increasing acreage of
frints

- fruits in North America demands that much of the product

shall be marketed in imperishable form. Most of the great

markets are far from the scene of production. It is not strange,

therefore, that America has developed far the most important

evaporating, canning and other preserving interests on the

globe. The dried and canned fruits are finding a good market

in many parts of Europe, especially in France. The consump-
tion of the so-called waste products of apples and other fruits

—largely cores, skins and the cheaper grades of evaporated

fruits—are exported to France to the value of nearly half a

million dollars annually. The dried fruit product of New
York state alone exceeds a million dollars' worth annually.

There is a strong protective feeling in some of the European
nations which checks the consumption of American goods.

This is especially strong in southern Germany. This feeling

is strongly expressed under the guise of a fear of contamination

of zinc, as it has been discovered that zinc trays are largely used

in the manufacture of evaporated fruits. The output of dried

and canned fruits will, no doubt, be comparatively light for

1892, owing to the light or indifferent crops.

California is destined to lead the world in the production of

dried fruits. The output of that state for five years is seen

from the following table to have been enormous:

Fruit Grower :
*

leading industries. Sun-cured and evaporated peaches, apri-



cots, nectarines, plums, pears, figs and apples are known and

world. The dry fruit mdustr> in 'California is not only a

business, but the entire fruit industry of the state is largely
benefited by this method of marketing so large a quantity of
fruit. Through the medium of fruit drying, the green fruit

markets are relieved of enormous quantities of fruit each
season. Take, for instance, the year of 1891, when the
output of dry apricots in the Santa Clara valley was some
300 carloads, or say 6,000,000 pounds of cured fruit. Admit-
ting that five and one half pounds of ripe Moorpark apricots
make one pound when dried, we find that there were used in

drying during the season of 1891. Those familiar with the
fruit harvest of that year will remember that the crop of

apricots was enormous. After supplying the heavy demands
of our canners and fresh fruit shippers, a large quantity of

this decidedly popular fruit was left upon the trees unpicked,
because the price paid by the buyers would not warrant the

after the markets has been relieved of the enormous quantity
of fruit that dryers used, what would have been the result

had that 33,000,000 pounds of apricots been placed upon
the market in the green state? Hence it is that fruit-drying

in California will always be found profitable from a fruit-

grower's standpoint, even if the cured product does not sell

for any more than enough to pay for the curing ; but if

growers and dryers will exercise the proper care and caution,

and produce a good article of California dried fruit, it will

command a paying price one year with another.
" Nearly every one who is conversant with the fruit trade

in^this state remembers the eventful season of ^1890. The

dried fruit in California to advance to almost unheard-of
prices. Bleached, unpeeled peaches jumped in one week-

county^ Chinese bleached peaches, that have always sold at

about 314 cents per pound, reached the respectable price of

19 cents per pound in carload lots. Eastern buyers fairly
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few carloads of California fruit at the high prices, paying
spot cash for their purchases. The outcome of that season's

who loaded up with high priced stock, and were compelled
to carry it over into the season of 1891, incurring a heavy
loss, owing to a sharp decline in prices. A carload of 20,000
pounds of bleached peaches at 20 cents per pound would
cost the purchaser just $4,000 f. o. b. cars. Now add $300
for freight to the east and other charges, and we find that

the eastern buyers parted with large sums of money that

"The low prices and slow market of 1891 may be largely

attributed to the high prices and heavy losses sustained

fruit:?
a carload of fancy bleached peaches—crop of 1890—was
sold in New York for 32 cents per pound, spot cash. The
market commenced to decline rapidly, and during the spring

of 1 891, that same car of peaches was resold down to 10

cents, and finally the remainder of the car was closed out at

9 cents per pound. The purchaser of that carload of Cali-

fornia bleached peaches lost $4,600. We cite this case to

illustrate how extreme high prices are damaging to the future

of our dried fruit trade ; for with prices at high pressure

there is sure to be a reaction, and when it sets in, the trade

is paralyzed, so to speak.

"The green fruit crop of 1891 was very abundant, and

everything looked favorable for a good market and good

prices. Growers, mindful of the high prices realized during

1890, dried large quantities of fruit, naturally expecting a

opened dealers were carrying large stocks of high-priced

goods, whirh they were unable to dispose of except at a loss.

The high prices necessarily demanded by retailers had largely

restricted consumption, and prices naturally suffered a serious

decline. Under these conditions eastern dealers did not care

to take further chances in the purchase; of California dried

high-priced fruit of 1890 pass into consumption. Owing to

this waiting policy on the part of
^

the eastern buyers and
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ttter opportunities tor disposing ot the same might present

arket, they were doomed to disappointment, for eastern
avers soon discovered that an enormous quantity of Cali-

rnia dried fruit was in transit, through the offerings by the

.lmerous brokers. There being no particular demand for

•ied fruits at that time, they allowed these consignments to

2 placed in the warehouses, and later on purchased the same
much lower prices than the fruits were offered at upon

• The low prices which growers and shippers were obliged

^accept had the effect of increasing the demand, and the

val of i

1892. During 1891 our dried fruits were introduced into very
many new markets, and several large and promising outlets

were secured through the medium of the low prices. There
can be no doubt as to the difference of an immediate profit

to the grower between a year of short crop and high prices,

and a year with a full crop and low prices, but the gain is

" CaliforniaPdried fruit has earned a world-wide reputation
for its superior quality, cleanliness and the attractive condi-

tion in which it is packed. Very few persons, except those
closely connected with the dried fruit business, have any idea

as to the enormous proportions to which fruit drying in Cali-

fornia has been developed. In 1884 the total output was
3nly about 5,300,000 pounds, and in 1891 the output was
estimated at 63,710,000 pounds, valued at $3,925,000."
The vegetable crops have been good, as a rule. Potatoes

are an exception, however. They were a very short crop.

Much of the failure was due to blight. The November re-

port of the statistician of the Department of Agriculture
t

sums up the potato crop of the year as follows :

"The vear was distinctly unfavorable almost from the

:ime of planting, and the return of yield reflects the unfavor-

able conditions which have prevailed. The average yield

n>er acre by the present return is 62 bushels, against 93.9 last
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year and 57.5 in 1890. The average yield for ten years uncl-

ing with 1889 was not far from 80 bushels, and during that

period the yield was smaller than the present return in only

two years, 1881 and 1887. The shortage in New England is

the result of unfavorable conditions throughout the latter

part of the growing season. The crop started well, but dur-

ing August and September there were local conditions winch
reduced state averages and resulted in the present short

yields. The complaint was usually of drought, with sonic dis-

tricts m which they were alternations of drought and exces-

sive rainfall, causing irregular growth, with an early tendency
toward rot and blight. The later returns from this section

showed that the serious damage of the year was caused by
rot, and the present returns, made after digging, emphasize
the injury from this cause. In some districts there is a varia-

bility of return, which makes it difficult to ascertain the

average yield. In Maine and Massachusetts some areas are

reported as hardly worth digging, while other fields give an

abundant yield. On the whole, the crop of New England,

with only local exceptions, is light, tubers comparatively
small, and quality not equal to the average. In New York

excessive, the quality is poor. Many counties, however,

"The same conditions mark the year in Pennsylvania,

though the yield is shorter than in New York, and the dis-

tricts in which quality is good are not so extensive. The crop

in the south is of local importance, was gathered early, and

gave a fairly satisfactory yield. The early planted crops

which escaped the drought gave the best results. In the

Ohio and Missouri valleys and in the states of the northwest,
where the bulk of the potato crop of the country is now
grown, the season has been especially unfavorable, and the

present returns of yield are very low. The crop generally,

and especially the late-planted portion, was injured by
drought, and in some districts the damage from this cause was
intensified by a marked tendency toward rot. In Ohio and
Michigan the yield is not only small, but the tubers are
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rably below the figures of last year, and le

for that section. Basing an estimate

, the present crop is probably less than

,
though the investigation which precede

2 may slightly modify the present mdicatio

failure, is far short of an average yield, and the product is

poor in quality. The exceessive rains of last spring are ac-

countable. In more northern latitudes, where the planting

was done later, the yield per acre is fairly up to the average

for years. The acreage, however, is not sufficient to make

up the deficiency in the great potato regions of the Missouri

valley, and Chicago will be fortunate if it secures its quota

of thirty cars per diem during the current year. Northern

Michigan is more than fortunate this year m the producbon

of both potatoes and apples. The present crops are the

g
The sweet potato crop was large in New Jersey and fair

to good in most other prominent regions, although the uncon-

genial weather exerted considerable influence upon it. The

November estimate of the Department of Agriculture is the

following :
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Tomatoes are yearly increasing in popularity and in conse-
quent extent of cultivation. The importance of the tomato
as a canned product is largely responsible for this condition.

Tomatoes.
grow jng js j ts grea t increase in the lower Mississippi valley,

notably in Mississippi, whence the early markets of Chicago
and tributary regions are supplied. The crop of 1892 ap-

pears to have been good, although injured in some regions by
a mysterious blight.*

The Fruit Growers' Journal speaks as follows of the year's

crop in the Mississippi valley:

"The general result of fruit and vegetable growing for

market purposes this year has been pretty satisfactory in this

state and in all the states in the same latitude. With an

exception in favor of some isolated places, it has not been so

satisfactory south of the Ohio river. Garden truck, as it is

called, paid very well in Mississippi, as did also tomatoes.

Strawberries did not pay well south of the Ohio river, except

possibly at some few points in Kentucky and Tennessee.
There has been a larger setting of strawberries in the Missis-

sippi valley during the spring and summer than usual, in view
of supplying the market during the World's Fair. South of

ud«nm the °hio river the berries will be marketed before the larger

crowd gets to Chicago. The setting in southern Illinois has

sissippi not been materially larger than usual, and there is wisdom in
valley, There will be an immense acreage set to tomatoes in

Mississippi next spring, especially at Crystal Springs. More
than the usual acreage will probably he planted in Illinois,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Mississippi. If there

should be any unusual sickness in Chicago next year, cholera,

or any other epidemic, tomatoes will go begging for a market.

The men who put out about their usual amount every year,

whether of fruit, grain or vegetables, are the men who generally

The time cannot be remote when the tomato will be shipped
to Europe in a fresh state. It already reaches^ the London

following record of tomato importations in fanuarv, i8g2:t
"Tomatoes are being imported from the Canary Islands
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about 2,000 tons per week. About this time French supplies

begin to come in in very large quantities, which are sold to the

public at about 3d. or 4d. per pound ; and last summer they

were retailed in Birmingham at i>4d. per pound. At these

first figures they leave a profit to all concerned. The Channel

Islands send us large supplies, and from other European
countries we get large quantities."

The feasibility of exporting tomatoes is indicated by P. M.

Kiely, an experienced merchant of St. Louis:
" The success attending the exportations of California fruits

and other perishable products suggests the^tomato as being

stand long shipments much better than the grapes and plums

of California, and we enjoy the additional advantage o^ 1

^
111

^

way) than the shippers in the Golden state, and it appears we
do not properly appreciate the decided advantage in the matter

of distance. The tomato growers of Illinois and Missouri

might, for instance, load their refrigerater cars and place them

in New York city in six days. The average time of steamers to

Liverpool, Glasgow or London is, say seven days. Add two

days for delays and placing in the markets, and we have fifteen

days for the goods in transit, and any experienced packer can

put up the tomato so it will stand two weeks. The climate

of England, Ireland and Scotland is too cool to grow the

tomato, and while the leading hotels and private families in

Glasgow, Liverpool and London furnish the tomato to their

guests in July and August, investigation shows that all these

tomatoes come from southern France, the nearest point where

a suitable climate to grow them can be found. The offerings

are small in size, similar to those we get from the Bermuda

Islands earlv in sunn-, and tin- prices tlu v bring would prove
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lishment of the merits of a new system of cultivation, which

^
ew

has been styled "The New Celery Culture."* This system

:ulture
. c j ose) so tnat tney bieach themselves. In a moist soil or one

artificially irrigated, and which is rich in available plant food,

the system has given excellent results. It will no doubt

greatly popularize celery cultivation.
,

Watermelons appear to have been planted in smaller areas

this year than last, especially in Georgia. The short acreage

Sns" was most noticeable in the later counties, as a result of the

disastrous returns from late melons in 1891. The watermelon
industry is rapidly increasing westward, and Colorado is now
a very large producer.
New mushroom. The most signal innovation of the year in

the line of kitchen garden vegetables is the discovery of a new
species of mushroom which was already in cultivation. An
account of it was first published, with illustrations, in Garden-

ing about the close of the year.j It was first brought to notice,

n,ush
w apparently, by F. Boulon, a gardener near New York city,

room. It is unlike the common mushroom in several particulars, and

especially in its habit of thriving best in the summer months.

The mushroom is large, with a flavor somewhat inferior to

that of the ordinary kind. It was described by C. H. Peck,

state botanist of New York, as Agaricus subrufcscens, in the

Auction sales of fruits are rapidly increasing in popularity,

especially for the Florida and California products, which

reach the markets in concentrated or massed consignments.
The system first gained popularity in this country in New
York, but it has now extended to other cities. Chicago mer-

Auction
chants have recently adopted it. E. L. Goodsell, of New

sales. York, the introducer of the present system, gives me the fol-

lowing sketch : "The auction system for the sale of fruits

originated in England about a century ago. The plan has

sales at aiu'tiwn 'iIiimm r\vr\ kind ot perishable produce that

reaches the English markets^ It has^ grown to be the popular
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the honest method of sales, because publicly made
;
second,

it is the prompt method, owing to the fact that the buyers
congregate and will take any quantity of fruit or produce at

the market price
;

third, its chief merit lies in the fact that
the word auction signifies competition of the buyers in order
to obtain the desired goods. By the old method of selling

there is often and perhaps always a competition of the sellers

to make the buyers purchase. About five \ ears, ago after

considerable experience in the English markets, I came to

the conclusion that if I inaugurated the system here it would
be bound to grow in popularity owing to its many honest ad-
vantages, and accordingly I started the business at my pres-

ent location, and in one commodity alone its growth will

show whether or not my judgment was correct. My first

sales of Florida oranges at auction for a year comprised about

The first year of California fruit sales at auction there were sold

56 cars. Last year I sold 573 cars.

"I am the only one that has ever attempted to dispose of

vegetables at auction, and wherever I have attempted this

has been 100 per cent, over the first efforts.' In my opinion,
in a few years everything that is raised from the ground in the
way of perishable fruits or vegetables will be disposed of at

"At first, in the various markets of the country, the plan
was considered absurd, but the fact that in every market of

any size^in the United States there are now auction houses,

within a short time every market will have such an establish-

ment to dispose of all its perishable receipts. The most

tity are "oranges ^nd ^emonTVom 'California. ' Florida"
1

and
Europe. After that other California fruits follow, and then

eastern products. In California the growers are unanimously

cent, of the producers favor it. From the Hudson river and
in sections that have heretofore disposed of their products by
private sale system, we are now getting consigments which
are likely to grow into a very large business."
Newfeatures in transportation are perhaps the most signal
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triumphs relating to horticultural practice. The shipment <>t

Tasmanian apples has been fully explained in previous vol-

umes,* and reference has been made to the possible influence

of the Caucasus region,! and to the vegetable gardens of the

Canaries, which sell their products in the English markets, t

The latest of the remote territories to startle us with impor-
tant consignments to English markets is South Africa. Feb-
urary 4th, 1892, a cargo arrived at London, comprising va-

rious fruits, whirh brought good prices. A second cargo ar-

rived Feb. gth, with peaches, grapes, cucumbers, tomatoes,

pineapples, and other products. In March, South African

apples are reported to have sold at 7s. 6d. per box of 36

fruits. Pears sold for greater prices. The region in Cape
Colony adapted to fruit raising is apparently practically un-

limited, and it is probable that the early product may seri-

ously interfere with the later sales of American apples.

A venture of greater importance to Americans, however, is

the successful transportation of green fruits from California

were made for the purpose of making sure of methods of car-

rying and refrigeration, but it was not until the present year

that am public demonstration was made All preliminaries

had been carefully made by E. R. Hutchins, vice-president of

the California Fruit Transportation Company, of Chicago,

and the shipments went forward in steamers of the White
Star line. The first "export fruit train ' left Sacramento at

10 o'clock on the night of July 19, 1892, laden with pears,

peaches and plums, and decorated with streamers and Amer-
ican and English flags. The London Grocer speaks of the ar-

<<The first shipment of fruit from California arrived in Liv-

erpool on Wednesday [Aug. 3], in the White Star steamer
Majestic, comprising 2,802 boxes of pears, peaches and plums.

With the exception of some (two or three boxes) of the

peaches, the rest of the fruit is in remarkably good condition,

and it is hoped that the prices which will be obtained for it at

the public sales will render this new departure a thorough
success." The fruit was placed on sale, according to a con-
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neighbors may be expected to make demands upon our mar-

kets as soon as northern energy and capital utilize their vast

resources. The horticulture of Trinidad was briefly outlined

in a previous volume.* The Bahamas must be considered

as important future competitors in both domestic and foreign

markets in certain products.
In his latest report to the Colonial Office, the Governor, Sir

Ambrose Shea, according to the London Times, states that

the Bahamas offer great inducements for fruit-growing. Pine-

apples are at present the principal crop, but the particular

description of land required for their culture is a limited

quantity. Of late years the growth has been much improved

Fruits by the use of fertilizers, with a considerable increase of quan-

Baha'rn'as
6

tity- The crop yields large profits. At twopence each an

acre of pineapples returns £±o to ^45, and though precari-

ous, from its perishable nature, while such results are possible

of the cultivators, beyond its present limit ; for the increas-

ing competition of Cuba and Jamaica is a further element of

insecurity in the future of this industry. In oranges a good

business might be done, if the accounts of Florida enterprise

in this fruit are a fair criterion. At present the oranges of

the Bahamas are roughly handled, being generally shipped in

bulk in vessels' holds, and often without compartments. The

fruit is equal to any in the world, and when, for the most part,

could not fail to be remunerative. The facilities for produc-

tion are fully up to those in Florida, and the colony is entirely

free from all risks of frost, which so often blights the Florida

crop. The success of the industry in this colony would be

partial, however, until the proper system of packing were

adopted to insure delivery at market in good condition.

With this point secured and the advantage of steam communi-
cation, which is fast becoming available, orange growing should

be a profitable source of employment. Tomatoes are grown

to a moderate extent, but the production might be largely

increased, and when more intelligent enterprise from abroad,

of which the prospect is now encouraging, is brought to bear

on various opportunities for steady money making in the
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the transformation its famous fiber i> etiec/tim;. It is to be

lishmen who embarked in orange growing in Florida, with
chequered results, and those also who sought their fortunes
in South Africa, some at least had not found their way to this

colony, where energy and thrift applied to the varied re-

sources can hardly fail to be rewarded, and where personal
rights and property are under the protection of British laws
and administration, a consideration to which the history of

the southern republics during the past two or three years has

The development of Australian fruit-growing has been
rapid during recent years. The "Year Book of Australia"
for 1892 gives the following round-up of the fruit interests :

South Australia, and elsewhere, has established the tact that Australian

by means of systematic irrigation—the rivers and other '™^
m ,

sources of water supply being utilized for the purpose nearly
*row,n,f -

Acres Under Orange Cultivation
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paid £10, half of it the first year, and the balance at the rate

£5 a ton will be paid on all raisins and currants produced,
the sum paid to any single person or association not to ex-
ceed ,£100 annually. For planting figs and prunes, a bonus
of

.
£l an acre is offered, and for every ton of the fruit

dried ^5 in addition will be paid for each hundred weight
of such fruit exported. A bonus of £5 an acre is also ^jf

alian

offered for the planting of the following fruits : Apples, al- bounties.

gooseberries, loquats, lemons, limes, medlars, mulberries,

plums,^ pears, quinces, raspberries and
P
shaddocks. For each

encouragement of the establishment of canneries a bonus of

than twenty tons of fruit! and £1 a ton wilf be paid for all

the surplus over twenty tons. On all preserved fruit ex-
ported to a foreign market, a bonus of 30 shillings per
hundred weight will be paid in addition. For planting olives
a bonus of ^3 per acre is offered, with a further payment of
1 shilling for each gallon of oil made. For peanuts a bonus
of £2 an acre is offered, with a further bonus of 1 shilling for
each gallon of oil made.

Tins practice is opposed to that of California, where trees
are taxed, being considered as improvements upon real es-
tate. The trees are taxed before they come into bearing, as ^it-tlxe*"
well as afterwards. The following schedule of valuations is

now in use : Fruit trees, first year, $15 per acre; second
year, $20; third year, $30; fourth, S40; fifth, $50. Citrus
trees, first year, $50 per acre; second year, $75; third, $100;
fourth, $125; fifth, Si 5 o: sixth. S200: seventh. 225: eighth,

5250; ninth, $275; tenth, $300: eleventh. $325; twelfth,

S350; thirteenth, $375: fourteenth, $400. Vines, first year,

S|5 per acre; second year, $20; third, $35 ; fourth, $40;

Germany. The condition of fruit growing in European
countries needs to be well studied by American exporters,
for the foreign fruit crop greatly influences the market Germany,

for American products. The present condition of fruit

growing in Germany was discussed recently by R. Goethe-
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chapter is condensed:*
Many attempts to improve the methods of fruit culture

have been made in Europe and America during the past two
or three decades. The United States has been particularly

active in the work, and many valuable results have been ob-

opportunities.

This neglect to adopt modern views is very noticeable in

Germany. The growers do not appear to be alive to the

various ways in which fruit can be put upon the market

fruit, and often it is sold with very little profit, or even with

of evaporating fruits. It was said by the manufacturers

both of America and of Germany that the fruit may be most

advantageously disposed of when evaporated, and all grow-

ers were strongly advised by the manufacturers to prepare

their fruit for market in this manner. It was said that only

by this means could foreign competition be met. Although

evaporating fruit is an excellent method of preparing it, still

the returns have been overestimated, and other profitable

methods for preparing fruit for market have unfortunately

been neglected.

In all districts where fruit is not entensively grown the ob-

jection to the industry is th;

them are destroyed outright. The
)f the trees to other crops grown
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are found. Consequently the yields are larger and more fre-

quent, so that the growers of the district can say : "If the

Bohnapfel yield well we are satisfied, even though the field

crops have not yielded a good harvest." Thus we see that

fruit culture in the above district is more important than gen-

eral agriculture, and its value is thoroughly appreciated. The
question may arise, how low the price of fruit may fall and

the industry still be a profitable one. The answer is influenced

by the value of the land as well as by the climate and soil:

probably it would be safe to say that under ordinary circum-

stances and with average yields as given above, the price of

3 marks per cwt. is sufficient to make fruit culture profitable.

In this estimate no account is taken of the decided influence

careful cultivation. The frequency of good yields can in this

The high rates charged by railroads for the transportation

of fruit deserves serious consideration, for it often happens

that good crops are obtained in one part of the country while

in distant provinces the vields may be total failures. A few

\ ears ago the fruit crop in eastern Prussia was excellent, and

the sin plus would have commanded good prices in southern

and wine merchants from Wnrttemberg took steps for the pur-

chase of the fruit product of eastern Prussia, but they were

prevented from coming to any agreement with the Prussian

dealers because the freight "to Wnrttemberg would have

amounted to fully as much as the price of the fruit. Low
freight rates would very much increase the shipments of fruit
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buyers of fruits that they neglect or overlook our native

fruits, although their flavor is decidedly better than that of

the southern products. These unfavorable conditions will

have still greater importance if the tariff upon foreign

mentioned. There are a great mam fruits which succeed so

well in Germany that foreign competition will effect them but

little, if at all. The German dessert apples can never be

excluded from our markets for any length of time, on account
of their superior flavor. Morello and other sour cherries are

parts of the country that the foreign article can be dispensed
with. Nevertheless we cannot get along without foreign fruit,

for when our crops fail the countless preserving and evapor-

factories, for in such regions as Wiirttemberg large numbers
of them may be found, and they are prepared every year k>

three months from September to November, i SSi, 7,004 car-

loads of fruit were shipped into Wurttemberg; of these, 5,688

came from Austria and Switzerland. On the average, five

marks were paid per cwt. Our growers should aim to supply

the home demand in the future so far as it can possibly be

done, and all plantings which are made should be of such a

Statistics of the importation and exportation of fresh, dry

The statistics have been made public by the Royal Minister

of Agriculture for Prussia. They show that the exportation

of fresh fruit from the years 1880 to 1889 was 2,494,513 dewt.,*

while the importation was 5,980,864 dewt. This is 3,-

486,351 dewt. in favor of the exports.

The difference is still greater when we consider the dry and
preserved fruit, for during the same years only 40,^33 dewt.

an excess of 2,375,762 dewt. in favor of the importers.
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land are the only ones of any importance. But even Swit-

zerland now sends us more than she receives.

These statistics of the importations of fresh, dried, and pre-

served fruits indicate strongly the necessity of supplying the

home market with our own product. Otherwise consid-

erable sums of money must go to other countries for fruits

which, for the most part, might be produced at home.

reduce the imports. ^Statistics show that^he demand for

fruit and fruit products is steadily growing, and a wide field

is open to those who would engage in the occupation of

supplying the home markets. This increased demand for

fresh fruit is partially due to the natural increase of population

of the empire and to a greater desire of the people for fresh

fruit.

Better methods of preparing the various products ob-

tained from fruits has also increased the demand for the

latter. This is especially noticeable is the case of wine made
from apples. The factories of Frankfurt-Sachsenhausen and

vicinity ship considerable quantities of wine to northern

Germany, and since it has been discovered that the wine will

keep in tropical countries, considerable quantities have been

shipped to Trindad, Sumatra, and to the most distant islands

of the Pacific. It seems as if the peculiar acidity of the wine

is particularly valuable in hot countries. Our marine

without doubt a profitable trade in these articles could also

be carried on with the colonies. The demand for apples is

also increased by other processes of manufacture. Reference

is here made particularly to the kraut factory, which every

year uses considerable quantities of apples, especially the

a necessary article ot diet. This applies particularly to the

larger quantities and the demand for it will be largely in-

creased when the eastern and northern parts of the country
have once become acquainted with its merits. Among the

which preserve it, and their number has increased durum ti <

past five years to a very gratifying extent. Formerly the
demand for preserved fruit was supplied almost entirely by
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of Fife. (H. P.) Rich crimson scarlet ; in
nth Etienne Levet, from which it is a sport.
ss of Fife. (H. P.) Color soft silvery pink, q,

Chrysanthemums. The noteworthy chrysanthemum history
of the year is the sending of flowers from New Zealand to
England frozen in cylinders of ice. The blooms, represent-
ing six varieties, were sent from Wellington by John Eatiand.
and they were exhibited in good condition before the Floral
Committee of the National Chrysanthemum Society of Eng-
land, at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, in the fall of 1S92.
I he ice was enclosed in tin cans of the size of fruit cans, and
when the cylinders of ice were slipped from the cases, the
blooms were found to be preserved in excellent condition.
The exhibit was awarded two first-class certificates, and three
varieties were com mended. The varieties are described as
follows by an English writer :*

"Rimutaka, slightly hairy, not unlike M. R. Bahuant,
described bv the sender as like Lord Wolseley, with broader
Petals (commended). Lady Bell appeared a blush variety,
but I was informed it was white, similar to Lady T. Lawrence
(commended). • Sarawera, a fine yellow ; two blooms were
< filmed, and the committee did well to award a first-class

certificate.
J. J. Kerslake I see did not put the color down,

but it was commended. Zelandia: a couple of blooms were

bright pink, a tine vanetv : iirst-class certificate. Tongariero,
pink reflexed Japanese, the smallest Mower sent; a pretty
thing, but as exhibited too small."
The compliment was returned bv sending to New Zealand

a collection of frozen prize winners from the Westminster
show. These are to be exhibited at the meeting of the Wel-
hngton Chrysanthemum Society in April, 1893.
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Manda, W. A. Mandaand Mrs. L. D. Ward. None of these
are easily handled, apparently, except by expert growers. In
Garden and Forest, p. 595, Vol. V., will be found a list of late-
blooming chrysanthemums, contributed by

J.
D. Hatfield,

W. K. Harris and Edwin Lonsdale : whites, Ethel, Molly
Bawn, White Cap, Mrs. Humphreys, Mt. Blanc, Potter
Palmer, Flora Hill and Mrs. John Wescott; yellows, Mrs. H.
J. Jones, Mrs. Isaac Price, Goldfinder, Gloriana

;
seedlings,

'92,
J. N. May, Gold, Miss Eva Hoyt, Mrs. H. G. Pennock

and Dr. Covert
;
pinks, Syringa, John Lane, Mrs. Charles

Dissell
; C. B. Whitnall, claret, O. P. Bassett, crimson, and

Marvel, pink and white.
"One could go on to much greater length with these t

names, but on looking back through earlier numbers of the '

Annals^ and seeing how few of the varieties once recom-

John Thorpe, Robert Craig, W.
Ernst Asmus and A. H. Fewkes, a most valuable contribution

great help in weedfng ^IxA^llk^A^^^^^ Florisfs
Exchange for the November weeks will be found tabulated
lists of the prize winners in the principal shows.
For cultural details, there is little new to be said. For

large flowers, plants are grown in the houses, giving them
as much air as possible during the summer

;
growing in

boxes in the open air is an advantage in some respects,
and is probably easier than growing in pots ; this prac-

suppose. Larger flowers can be obtained from pot-grown
Plants, as was evident in Mrs. Atkinson's exhibit at the 1

Boston show. Field culture is not likely to give the fine

specimens which competition now makes necessary. Late
struck cuttings, last of Tune, from healthy plants are used
by the best growers ; three or four flowers can be carried
°n a good plant, but the disbudding takes up a great deal
01 time. It seems highly desirable to pay more attention
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Ming m a good :

methods of 'ha

m-doors the year round. L;
' glass, with very satisfacto
them also report a similar <

>re long,

us were p
the fall,

Further experii

davantage gamed as we have fou
my own experiments I have foi
Deen made much larger, but the s

the petals had more substance.

decided opinion can be gfveTon these points. One advan- £3!
tage in disbudding is secured by removing the terminal bud
and all the lateral buds excepting three, taking care to have

ime raising seedlings, that we must not be surprised to see
s artlmg results spring up in some unexpected place at any
lme

- Gface Wilder, for instance, being a delicate pink, was
very popular, as that color is much sought. It has some de-
lects. The raisers of seedlings bent their energies towards
improvement in that color. Much success has crowned their
enorts. There are Grace Battles, Edna Craig, Win. Scott,
ancl some others, all of whirl! are essentially the same in line

in 2? '
but the n°wers are larger, and there are other meritsm them which show what mav be done bv intelligent effort,

we want an improvement on Portia as a scarlet variety. The
P ant is generally a healthy grower and a free bloomer, but the
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. . flowers are too small. Fred. Dorner, scarlet, is too coarse,
a,

„ew and its tendency to burst the calyx seems greater than it did
carnations.

the first year it was introduced. In all my experiments in the

raising of seedling carnations, I have carefully selected for

breeders those varieties which have little or no disposition to

burst the calyx and those having broad petals instead of those

having a great number. It is much better to have a given

number of petals well disposed than to have a confused mass
of petals; the latter flower lacks high character. Caesar has

some excellent qualities as a breeder, but its color is not good,

and it certainly possesses too many petals. It has a good

stem, a strong constitution, and, for a flower having so many
petals, its tendency to burst is not great. Much to my own
mortification and disapointment, I have never found a variety

which was entirely free from this fault of bursting the calyx.

"Some years ago, the first flower of one of my own seed-

rie^s
W
ma

a
y lings pleased me greatly. It was beautiful in form and

stable"
di st inct in color, a large flower, stout stem, and it did not

burst the calyx. I raised every cutting from it. When the

plants flowered the following year, much to my displeasure

and discomfiture, the flower which did not burst its calyx was

the exception and not the rule, and it has never yet produced

a flower equal to the first one. When a plant is in its juvenile

state it is not advisable to even hope that it may prove to be

a winner. Two years ago a rather small plant, a seedling

carnation, produced a flower of good proportions and excel-

lent form, and well marked, but nothing remarkable promised.

still better, and this year it is exceptionally good in every

way. It will render a good account of itself in the near fu-

ture. It often takes a new variety three or four years to

prove itself. The raising of seedlings is an expensive luxury,

if it be carried on in anything like a large scale. But there

is a mild form of excitement attending it which is thoroughly

enjoyed by the enthusiast.

"The prices for carnations have not ruled so good this year

as last. This has been brought about by the supply being

Prices, somewhat greater than the demand. The drought of last

summer and autumn was influential in producing a less

rampant growth than is usual in a more moist season; that is

to say, it made a semi-ripened growth, which is believed to
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conduce to the production of flowers rather than to growth.
Grace Wilder, which has held its own for so long on account

\

of its peculiarly delicate pink color, has, I think, been too plen-
tiful in the New York markets this year for the first time.
Over production and degeneration in that variety is thought
to be the principal cause in this case. So many of the flow-

seded, and that very soonfby improved varieties in the same
line of color. Buttercup is conceded to be the best of its

color—yellow, marked with bright red—and it is also one of

further, and say that it is not only the best of its color! but
one of the very best varieties in the whole list of canations.

own experience with it dates back nearly to the time it was
disseminated by the raiser, the late Chas. T. Starr. I have
tried it in two widely different localities as regards soil, a stiff

stubborn, clayey loam, and one that is largely made up of
mica. But no success followed. It would not flourish out-
doors in summer time. Last fall I procured plants from- two
different successful growers; they were in good, thrifty condi- c

tion when received, though not very large, and they have ren- r

dered a good account of themselves up to the present time.

Portia is the standard scarlet, but we are hearing whisperings
of hope in many quarters that it will soon be displaced from

Hector is pronounced one of the
"it it d^s not sustain that high
!-»dy Emma was the popular sc;
mg to a somewhat delicate const
One by that name is grown by
> "i-l< market. It is not the tru<
was decided bv the committee or
of American Florists, at the mee

of the character of Portia, and
Emma, the latter not having the
age, which is one of the charact.
nor are the flower stems so stoi
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Lizzie McGowan, Mrs. Fisher and Silver Spray are dividing

the honors, Lizzie McGowan taking the lead in some sections

of the country, and Mrs. Fisher and Silver Spray in others.

But there is room for improvement in all of them. Daybreak,
salmon pink, has leaped into popularity with both grower

and retailer. This is the test of the true worth of a variety.

It has a strong-growing habit, stout stems, a well-built flower,

and it is of a pleasing color."

New plants of 1892. The progress of any year in rloricul-

ofl892
- a consideration of\he extent and variety of the introductions

of new plants. I shall, therefore, introduce somewhat minute

servers'. These discussions are from Englisl/ writers, and

they indicate very closely what has been the direction of pro-

elties have already been discussed^o faras roses, chrysanthe-

mums and carnations are concerned, and a full descriptive

list of all our introductions will be found in Part II. The

pears in print, is from W. J. Bean, of the Royal Gardens, Kew.
" For many years past the largest and most important ad-

ditions made to cultivated ornamental plants have belonged

to the orchid family, and to one who comes to deal with the

tions of that year have formed no exception to the rule. It is

questionable, indeed, whether it would any longer pay com-

mercially to send out collectors for the sole purpose of intro-

ducing stove, greenhouse or even hardy plants, notwithstand-

ing the great and increasing popularity of the last-named

class. At the same time it is evident that orchid importers



has seen the introduction of several plants of sterling value ^ ^
dens; in two or three instances, indeed, their first appearance
almost produced a sensation. The usefulness of the Royal
Horticultural Society's meetings at Westminster for bringing
novelties, either of home or foreign origin, to the notice of the
gardening world, and having their value appraised by compe-
tent judges, has been more than ever apparent, and not since
Lindley's time, probably, have the shows of the society been
so uniformly interesting and valuable as during 1892. The
activity which has been displayed for several years past, both
by professional and amateur hybridists, has been more marked
than ever, and the results of their work constitute an impor-
tant division of the new plants of the year. Messrs. Veitch
& Sons, of Chelsea, who will always be remembered as the

pioneers of this branch of horticulture, still maintain the first

place in the ranks of English hybridizers. Not only have they
been at work among orchids, but rhododendrons, nepenthes,
amaryllis and streptocarpus have all been enriched by new and
beautiful varieties as the result of their skill. I have already
drawn the attention of American readers (American Garden,

Jan., 1891) to the new streptocarpuses as likely to prove ex-

tremely useful plants. The race, which originated at Kew, has,

'hiring the last two years, been energetically worked upon by
Messrs. Veitch, and is now grown in every garden of note in

this country; the reports of their new cultivators speak
strongly in their favor.
"New Orchids. Taking first the new importations from c>?riped-

abroad, the orchid which has proved the most striking of the

year is Cypripedium Chambcrlainianum. * This beautiful plant, '»«"•

which is remarkably distinct from any other cypripedium in

cultivation, was introduced by Messrs. Sander, of St. Albans,
from New Guinea. It is indeed the most encouraging dis-

covery in the plant world that has yet been made in that island,

which is one of the few remaining areas of any size that can
be expected to yield new plants differing matenalh trom those
we already possess. C. Chamberlainianum is a robust plant,

with broad, strap-shaped leaves of a rich green color. The
flowers are borne on erect scapes two feet high, and as many
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native specimens. Each flower is about five inches across,

the sepals being yellowish white, marked with rose-purple

stripes and dots; the petals are twisted and stand out horizon-

tally at each side, and are spotted with crimson on a white

ground. The slipper is white, but almost covered on the

lower part with soft rose-colored spots. A pubescence on sev-

eral parts of the flower adds to its striking character. This

is an orchid which no collection should be without. The rest

of the new cypripediums deserving of mention are hybrids.

From forty to fifty of them have flowered and been named,

but it is only necessary to mention the most distinct. One of them
certainly is C. Evenor, raised by Messrs. Veitch from C. bella-

pnpe" talttm and C 1 It is one of the few hybrids raised from

is also the offspring of C. bellatalum, the other parent being

C. Lawrenceanum ; it was raised by Sir Trevor Lawrence, pres-

ident of the Royal Horticultural Society. C Telemachus is

a pretty variety raised from C. niveum and C. Lawraiceamtni,

and in the same group must also be placed C. Arete, whose

parents are C. concolor and C. Spicerianum. C. niveum. bellafu-

lum and concolor are members of a compact group of lady-

slipper orchids as beautiful as they are distinct. They are,

see them in these hybrids combined with robuster strains.

The species hitherto mentioned are of the Asiatic section,

but the South American branch of the genus has also been

enlarged. Perhaps the best of these is C. Brysa, raised

from C. Sedeni var. candidulum (itself a fine hybrid) and C.

reticulatum ; the flowers are blush colored. Another likely to

prove useful is C. Perseus, raised from C. Sedeni var. porphyreutn

and C. Lindleyanum. The worst of these hybrids is that even

with the quickest-growing of them it will be a good many
years before they are plentiful enough to become available

for general cultivation. But there is no reason, especially in

your sunny land, why every cultivator who has the time and

conveniences should not raise his own. There is perhaps^no

"A very remarkable new bulbophyllum has been intrudm rd

h"mcom
y
J"

to Kew - lt is called B - comostim, and is a native of the Shan
sum. states of Burmah. It is the only species as yet known with

white flowers, which are also singular in being covered with
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and I consider it the best species in the genus.
"The noble genus cattleya has been increased by several New

lovely species and varieties. The year 1891 will always be cattieyas.

memorable in orchid-lore on account of the re-discovery and
introduction of the old and much valued C. labiata {vera). The
past year has not only proved its value for beautifying our
orchid houses during autumn, but has also seen the species itself

supplemented by some magnificent varieties. One named
Sanderce has pearly blush sepals and petals, the lip being white
at the margin and violet crimson on the center ; another variety
called alba is pure white. C. Statteriana is a species of the
gigas set, and is near C. Hardyana ; the outer segments of the
flower are almost white, whilst the lip is a gorgeous combina-

orchids of the year. Belonging to the same group as C.

Statteriana is one which has been named C. Oweviana. It has
the large flowers characteristic of this section of cattleya, the
lip being of a deep, rich crimson, veined with gold. Both of
these have been imported bv Messrs. Sander & Co. Cattleya
Victor,,,- A\x/,„r is a new species, with tall slender stems. Its

flowers, which are said to be borne in clusters of upwards of

a score, are 6 inches in diameter ; the sepals and petals are a

soft, rosy crimson and the lip is white at the base but shot with
rose, the front portion being violet. A species nearly allied

to the preceding is C. Ah \ ; •
I nr. so far as has been shown

and handsome species, has been added to by a pure white
variety named Sanderiana ; it has the delightful fragrance of

the type.

"Three hybrids between laelia and cattleya have flowered ggfc£
and been named, during the past year, and four or five have to

be added to those already raised bv inter-crossing species of

cattleya. All these, as would naturally be expected from the

genera worked upon, are very handsome. Two of the cattleya

hybrids are especially worthy of notice, as they are raised from
C. Mossue and C. tricolor, the latter a very rare species which

J
have only seen in flower once, and which is quite distinct

from any other cattleya that I know. These hybrids (which
are called Philo and Philo albiflord) may be the means of rep-

resenting C. iricolor in our gardens when that species has
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disappeared, an instance of which has already occurred in the

case of Calanthe Dominn. the first hybrid orchid ever raised, one

of whose parents, C. furcata, has long been lost sight of. Cym-

hidiitm Winnianum is a promising hybrid raised from C. gi-

ganteum and C. eburneum. It has long spikes of ivory white flow-

ers, the lip being prettily spotted with crimson ; C. Humblotti

presence in a wild state in Madagascar (where, hitherto, no

conclusive evidence of the existence of the genus had been

known). Its flowers are striking rather than pretty, being

colored green and black.
'

p
var. Oweniana, which has larger and more richly colored flow-

ers than the type species ; the sepals and petals are rosy

purple flaked with white.

"The beautiful Odontoglossum crispum, the most popular of

all orchids, still continues to be enlarged by new varieties,

and those of 1892 are not inferior to the finest of their prede-

cessors. Variety Rex has exceptionally large flowers, the seg-

ments, which are normally white, being of a rosy shade, and

blotched conspicuously with a rich chocolate color. Another

delightful form, which has been named Sanders, has the flowers

species of orchid has now its albino form, and it is not sur-

prising, therefore, that the old Vanda teres should at last be

made complete in this respect by a white-flowered form, named

alba. No new species of dendrobium worthy of note has

been imported, but some ten hybrids have flowered during

the year. D. barbatulo-chlorops is a natural hybrid whose com-

pound specific name indicates its most probable parentage.

D. Rolfeee, raised from D. nobile and primulinum ; D. Nestor

from D. Pansiui and Daxanam : I). Eurxclau from D. U'ardi-

anum and lituijlontm; and lastly, D. Burfordiense, from D. Una-

>rigin. What we term popularity,

great majority of private gardens,

ryday use are concerned, and the
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A. gigas a year or two ago. This year another species, A.

clypteata, has been illustrated in The Gardener's Chronicle. It

has been known for a good many years on the continent, but

yellowish white, heavily mottled with purple. Another flow-

ering plant deserving of note is Thunbergia grandiflora var.

alba, a white variety of the species, introduced to Kew. Two
curious but extremely beautiful species of Utricularia or blad-

derworts, viz., U. Humboldtii and U. longifolia, have received

first-class certificates from the Royal Horticultural Society.

The former has pale lavender-blue flowers, the latter pale

mauve. These plants are semi-aquatic, and being frequently-

grown with orchids and of somewhat similar appearance, are

very often thought to belong to that family.
^

those whose beauty is in the foliage—a section that has always

been a more important one in the house than the flowering

group. Aglaoncma costal'tan is a new and pretty addition to

the aroid family, introduced by Messrs. Veitch from the

Malayan region. Its leaves are dark, glossy green mottled

with spots of a clear ivory white. Two new dichorisaudras

have been exhibited by Linden, of 'Brussels: D. angustifoha

has long, narrow leaves, which are deep green penciled with

the old musaica, but they are similar in marking.
^

and covered with a glaucous bloom. Maranta Sandcriana lias

shining bronze-colored leaves, striped obliquely with cream

color and pink. These two were conspicuous in a group of

twelve new plants shown by Messrs. Sander at the Inter-

national Exhibition of Horticulture in London, May 27, 1892.

^

-'Otie ol the most ^promising palms introduced in recent

group. A new podocarpus, P. pcctinatns, has been imported

U.ng by one-eighth wide;
1

dark green, marked with a white

line at each side of the mid-rib, the under surface being



ol callas (or nchardias, as they should more properly be
called) is as great in the United States as in Great Britain.
But here the old R. sEthiopica, often called lily-of-the-nile,
is grown more or less in every garden possessing a glass-

vated in immense quantities to supply the flower markets of calla*

London and other large cities. Up to within the last two
years this white-flowered species was the only one of any use

species or forms with yellow flowers have been, or are about
to be, put in commerce. The first of these was Richardia
HUiottiana. which was exhibited at Westminster three years
ago, and for the stock of which several hundred pounds was
offered. During the past year, however, it has been some-
what eclipsed by a new species quite distinct from it, which
has been called Richardia Pentlandii. Its spathes (commonly
called flowers) are of a rich buttercup-yellow, and as large as
those of the old white species. This is undoubtedly the most
noteworthy greenhouse plant of the year, and it is to be hoped
that it, as well as R. Elliottiana, will soon exist in sufficient

quantities to be available for general cultivation. Within the
last month of the year it was announced that a Monsieur
Deleuil, of Marseilles, had raised a hybrid between Richardia
*lbo-maculata and R. hastata, both thirty-year-old plants in

gardens, but neither of them much grown. This hybrid is

also said by its raiser to have fine yellow flowers, and is

thought to be identical with R. Elliottiana. Before anything
definite, however, can be said on this point or on its horticul-
tural value, the plant itself must be seen. Equally vague,
too, will have to be the reference to the fourth 'yellow calla.'
In the last week of December a hundred tubers of a richardia
were sold at a London auction room. They were named,
Provisionally, 'Pride of the Congo' and said to have been
collected in Central Africa, near Lake Nyanza. None, of
course, have yet flowered.
"Of the other plants referable to this class, the following New

are selected as of most importance : Chirita depressa, intro- green-

duced to Kew from Kuantung, in China; it is a dwarf plant,
w'th rosulate leaves and purple flowers shaped like those of
a gloxinia. It has been figured in the Botanical Magazine t.

7213. Cyrtanthus Galpinii is a handsome species sent to Kew
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from the Transvaal, South Africa. Its flowers are bright red,

South and borne in August, when the plant is without foliage.

pw'ni
1 ' 1 Seneeio Galpinii is a new species belonging to the group

Kleinia. Its stems are in compact tufts and bear fleshy, glau-

cous leaves, the flowers being orange colored. A native of

the Transvaal. Streptocarpus Galpinii is a third plant from

the same country and named after the same gentleman. Mr.

Galpin is living in South Africa, and has been for the last tew

years one of the most successful collectors of plants in com-

munication with Kew. This new streptocarpus is similar in

style of growth to previously introduced species, having a

width. ^The flower-scape is erect and carries fifty to eighty or

more flowers. These flowers are of a rich, purplish blue

(a color not previously met with in the genus), the throat

being white. The flower is also distinct from that of any

other in having the corolla tube very short and wide. Mr.

Watson, of Kew, who first brought this genus into promi-

article I wrote tor T/i) Am, rican Ganim October, 1890, I

mentioned a new set of rhododendrons whose seed had been

sent from Yunnan by a missionary ; at that time only one

species had flowered, but during the past year another reached

New that stage. R. racemosum is a very charming little plant,

end^ns"
flowerin<; when only six inches high. Its blooms are an inch

en rons.
across> pale pink and rose> and protiuced very freely in the

leaf-axils near the upper part of the stem, thus giving them a

racemose appearance. It is apparently well-suited for rockery

cultivation, should it prove hardy. It has been grown in the

open by Messrs. Veitch at Coombe Wood nurserv through one

winter, but that is a sheltered locality. During a visit I made
there last autumn I saw several other of these Yunnan rhodo-

flower bucls, so it is very probable that in the course of this

year we shall be able to judge whether they fulfill the great

to the old Fatsia papyri/era. It is a native of Guatemala, and

likely to make a useful addition to the several species already
in cultivation. Its value, of course, resides in its ornamental
foliage, its leaves being of a bright, glossy green and divided
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of garden

ng, a foot <

at the tip.

and allied

it growing in the famous garden of Mr. Hanbury, at La
Mortola, on the Italian shore of the Mediterranean, where it

flowered last year. Its inflorescence is like a huge candela-
brum and is 40 feet high. Aloe aurantiaca, a native of the
Cape of Good Hope, has flowered in the same garden.
Its habit is described by Mr. Baker as intermediate between
A. arborescens and A. ci'liaris. Its raceme of flowers (which,
individually, are very like those of a lachenalia) are bright
yellow Yet another new species from Mr. Hanbury's garden
is Yucca Hanburyi, an acaulescent plant, with a dense rosette
of rigid linear leaves, the flowers being white, bell-shaped and

southern United States or Mexico.
"Hardy Plants. One of the horticultural surprises of the New

year was the first appearance of an annual shown by Messrs. pfa
r

nts.

^utton, of Reading, which was afterwards determined as

already appeared in the journals, so I need discuss it no fur-

ther. It is a curious fact, nevertheless, that such a strikir

ed by t
Bentham

m 1836, should have remained so long out of cultivatioi

Equally remarkable is the coloration of the flowers, whicl
except that they have no blue, range over the whole garni
of color. Any addition to the lilies could never be otherwis
than welcome, more especially such a handsome one as 1

primulinum, introduced by Messrs. Low, of London, from w\

Per Burmah. It is allied to L. Nepalense, with which it ma
be compared in growth and foliage. The flowers, produced i

a terminal umbel, are pale yellow, tinged with green outsid<

bare mention of the following lilies will suffice, as I ai
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have been found in Yunnan and other parts of western China

by the missionaries who sent over the new rhododendrons

alluded to above, and we may, therefore, hope to see them, too,

in our gardens before long: L. mirabile, flowers narrow, white,

New 6 ^ 7 inches long ; L. formosum, white, 6 to 7 inches long,

lilies, broad ; L. myriophyllum, white, shaped like a large cup ;
L.

Yunnanense, white, tinged purple; L. Delavayi, wine-red,

dotted with brown inside ; L. Lankongcnse, flowers white or

purplish, .dotted with black
;

Fargesii, yellow, dotted with

purple, 2 inches long ; L. ochraceum, yellow. These names

are founded on dried material and manuscript sent to Mons.

Franchet, of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris.

"Chionodoxa Alleni. Whether a new species or variety

is not yet certain, but probably a form of C. Lucillia, the

'Glory of the Snow.' It is described as having very large

and brilliant blue flowers. No genus of hardy plants has

more rapidly come into favor than these beautiful chiono-

doxas, which grow and multiply with great freedom in the

herbaceous garden.
"Buddleya Colvillei is not, strictly speaking, a new plant,

but it flowered in Ireland during the summer of 1892 for the

first time in the British Isles, probably in Europe. It grows

on the Sikkim Himalayas at elevations reaching up to 12,000

feet. The species is shrubby, of very graceful habit, and

flowers at the end of the current season's growth. Individu-

ally, the flower is bell-shaped, with four recurving lobes to the

corolla, and is colored pale purple."
A detailed account of the new plants of 1892 is given by

W. Watson, of Kew, in Garden and Forest*, which I reproduce

in full :

"The new plants of 1892, although more numerous than

^piams usual > do not include many of extraordinary merit ;
indeed,

of 1892. the number of really first-rate garden plants among them is

exceptionally few. I propose to deal at first only with the

plants for which English horticulture is responsible, leaving

the introductions of foreign establishments for the latter part

" Orchids. The new introductions among orchids are fewer

than usual, and the really gobd acquisitions fewer still-
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strength, chloride of lime of varying strength, and the glue

mixture. The following conclusions were reached :

k"Five treatments^gave a larger percentage of fair^ fruit

there was no advantage in the case of the other fungicides.

"The three most effective fungicides used were Bordeaux

Of the three^the Bordeaux mixtunf is to be preferred when

all things are taken into consideration.
'

' The amount of spot was actually greater upon trees treated

with the chloride of lime and potassium sulphide than upon

the untreated. This excess of spot increased regularly with

the concentration of the solution of the chloride of lime."

polysulphide as fungicides. These two substances have been

The formulas used are :

These mixtures were applied to the bean, but both injured

the foliage to such an extent that their further use upon this
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the Bordeaux mixture and some form of arsenic. This com-

bination has been thoroughly tested at two stations* the past

year, the conclusions reached in each case being that the

action of neither insecticide nor fungicide is weakened when
the two are applied together.
The active principle of the Bordeaux mixture has not yet

been definitely determined. Bulletin 48 of the Cornell station

contains an abstract of an article written by Livio Sostegnif

upon the chemical composition of Bordeaux, and the best

method of preparing the mixture.
It is stated that probably the most valuable portion of the

Bordeaux is the basic sulphate of copper, as this substance

is more readily dissolved by the carbonic acid gas of the

atmosphere. Quick-lime does not appear to be an essential

in the preparation of the mixture. If sufficient air-slaked

lime is used, this will answer the same purpose, provided

that more time is allowed for the reaction to take place, 24

hours being desirable. It was found that practically one-

third more lime is required when it is air slaked than when it

is fresh.
.

Circulars addressed to the leading apple growers in all

parts of the country, to determine the prevalence of the apple-

scab fungus, were sent out by the Cornell station. J
The

replies received show that this disease is present in all dis-

tricts where apples are grown to any extent, and it is probable

that none of the varieties generally grown are free from it,

although some varieties are more susceptible to injury than

others.

The work which relates to the best methods of treating

plant diseases strongly emphasizes the fact that applications

should be made earlier than heretofore recommended. The

work done in the laboratory and in the field shows that for^a

before the buds start. This applies particularly to the apple

scab fungus;§ fungous diseases of the grape;|| anthracnose
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llowing report upon the entomological

:iety,

9
by the State Entomologist of New

common insect pests. This has been particularly noticeable

in the very few complaints that have been received of injuries

to fruits—certainly not one-fifth of the average of preceding

years. This, in part, may be ascribed to the better knowledge

of methods of dealing with the enemies of fruits, to which out

fruit-growers are becoming educated, and to the rapidly grow

ing use of insecticides and spraying instruments. Certain it

is, that several of our more noxious insects, whicl

selves in sufficient number to call for active operations ;ma -

them. Thus, apple trees, for the most part, escaped their

usual early spring visitation from the aphis. Aphis mali.^ 1 1r>

cherry tree aphis, Mxzus crrasi, was not prevalent. The or-

chard tent-caterpillar, Clisiocampa Americana, was far

abundant than in preceding years. Not a single communica-

tion came to me relating to the operations of the eye-spotted

destructive in 1891, and a general cause of complaint from

orchardists in Western New York. The pear tree psvlla. Psj Ua

pyricola, which threatened to extend its destruction of pear

trees in the Hudson River Valley to other portions of the state,

has not, during the past season, indicted any appreciable

ks have been reported to me upon

his, Phorodon humu/i, ven-
ds. The year has further

nder my notice, calling for



abundant in some parts of the state, and northward into

The green-striped maple-worm of Dryocampa rubicunda sel-

dom appears in harmful numbers in New York or in the
Eastern States, but in Monticello, N. Y., on the grounds of

John D. Lyons, a number of soft-maple trees, which had been
set out by him a few years ago, were completely defoliated by
caterpillars during the past season. In several of the Western
States, notably in Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska, the soft-

maples planted as shade trees in cities are annually almost
stripped of their foliage (see Bulletin No. 14, Vol. iii. 1890,
of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Nebraska).
The cabbage caterpillar of Plusia brassicce, which in the

southern states is one of the principal pests with which cab-
(

bage-growers have to contend, but which has never become ,

common in the state of New York (see Second Report on the
Insects of New York), has been complained of as giving much
trouble in a greenhouse in Garden City, Long Island. Rev.
Dr. Cox has written of it that "the caterpillar specially
affects young parsley, but will also make a continuous meal
upon heliotrope, pelargonium, and in fact on almost any green
thing."

The canker-worm, Anisopteryx vernata, was so abundant in

some orchards in Monroe county as to have nearly destroyed c

the foliage. Some orchards in Cooperstown, Otsego county,
v

were so despoiled by the caterpillars as to present the appear-
ance of having been scorched and shrivelled by fire.

The apple-worm of the codlin-moth, Carpocapsa pomonella,
was less injurious than usual. An extensive fruit-grower and C

nurseryman from near Rochester wrote of it: "Codlin-
moths in our orchards were almost extinct, it being rather

difficult to find an apple showing codlin-moth injury. I can-
not account for this " he wrote, "as ordinarily they are very

abundant."

Severe injuries to potatoes from the white grub, Lachnos-

%T fUSl'a
(

WGre reP°rtedfrom Chautauqua county. Another V

Cambridge, N. Y* by j! L? Smart, with the statement that it
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>, of $25,000, for the accomplishment of the desired end,

Dnductthe work. *An additional appropriation of an equal

unt was made later in the year.

he commissioners, in entering upon their labors, found

the moth, instead of being confined to the narrow limits

re named, had already invaded various parts of a territory

miles long by sixteen broad. Active measures were car-

on by the commissioners during the season of 1890, yet,

:s close, they reported the insect in seven towns, over an

1 he following year, in lieu of the comi

nd by them entrusted to a Gypsy-Moth
arefully selected persons. The magniti

It appears, from a special report on the subject recenuj

nade by the State Board of Agriculture, that its committei

las conducted its work during the past year, /'. c, in 1891

vith energy, with judgment, and with all the success tha

:ould have been expected. Some of the measures used DjJ

t for the control of the insect were the following :
Spray

ng trees with Paris green in water
;
spraying the caterpillar:

vith insecticides that kill by contact
;
spraying infested ston<

vails with kerosene and firing it
;
gathering the egg-cluster:

ind burning them
; banding the trees with tarred paper t(

Dreyent the ascent of the caterpillars, and with burlaps for



Qg 468, there a

hat time. Th
ne was 242.

ar 1 89 1, covered by the

Massachusetts,
tance of its occur-

5 had been audien-

ce for use on this occasion a type-written copy c

before the Massachusetts State Board of Agricu
eember last, I am able to make extracts therefrom relat
to the operations of last year (1892) :

The appropriation made by the Legislature to the St
Board of Agriculture for the prosecution of the work in ii

was $75,000. Operations were conducted much in the sa
manner as in the preceding year, but after thoroughly test
jne principal means of control utilized in this country and
Europe for this and similar insects, they proved to be ina
qiiate, and new measures were experimented with and e

Ployed when their value became established.
Thus it was found that arsenical spraving, upon which mi

aependence had been placed, failed to kill the larger and m.
vigorous larvae. Insecticides that kill by contact were the
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ailanthus, seemed to be exempt from its ravages. Two men

were constantly employed during the month of May in collect-

ing and destroying the larvae taken out of the limbs that had

broken off as the result of their burrowings. After every high

wind, wagon-loads of branches were gathered from the ground

and burned. It was being combatted by every possible

means, not only by burning the fallen limbs, but by removing

from the trees those that by their changing color or withering

gave indications of infestation, and also, in the case of the

rarer trees, searching for an opening to the burrows and jn-

The same year it had extended its operations all over the

city of Brooklyn. Not an avenue or street therein but gave

abundant evidence of its presence. It had also spread,

according to Mr. Pike {Joe. «/.) to Astoria, New Rochelle,

Jamaica, New Lots and Flatbush, on Long Island. The

maples, it attacks the trunk near the ground, as already

stated, and so weakens it with its large burrows "inning

around the tree as to cause it to break with the wind and fall

"ifferent species of which it

observed, are confined to the

;o weakened by the burrows

(of often a half inch or moreen breadth) th^h^ ^n̂ j2

Already many of the larger elms in Central Park have had

their symmetry and natural beauty greatly impaired through this

but such a result might follow should the insect become suffi-

ciently numerous to invade the entire tree. We do not know

that any better methods can be used to arrest this increase

than those that are employed at present at Central Park,

unless some means may be devised for destroying the eggs of

the moth before the hatching of the larvae and their entrance



;hade-tree, is suffering from the ra^

ous enemy, and dying one by one
and known to but a few. This is

the larvae or grubs of which work

When the grubs are numerous, their broad, flat burrows so
reticulate and run into one another as to effectually girdle
trunks of two to three feet in diameter, when, with the circu-
lation arrested, 'the death of the tree inevitably follows.
No effective remedy against this attack has as yet been found,

u is probable, however, that where it has not proceeded too

thick repellant^uLtanceToT whic? carbolic acid and Paris
green should be components), that would repel egg-deposit
or prevent the passage through it of the newly-hatched larva.
This coating would not need to be applied to the entire trunk,
but might be limited to a broad zone of several feet, at and
beyond that part where the burrows of the preceding year
were mainly run—to be found by removing portions of the
bark which will readily scale off from the deserted older
mfested portions.
A still better remedy, I think, would be the following :

Kemove the outer bark from the entire infested portion of the
tree m the spring (occupied at the time by the larvae or the
pupae) by shaving it down to the inner bark until the first

indications of the fresh burrows are disclosed. A kerosene
wnulsion of good strength brushed over the shaven surface
would kill the insects, after which a coating of some thick
substance, as lime and cow-dung, should be applied to prevent

\vin<J

Plitting ° f sap "wood from exPosure to the sun
'

dr>'ing

ven a greater extent than the

3

detlSed in°The

eX
^ri/Tw"?

'^cultural Gazrttr for April 29, 1848, and
3ackard in his recent report on "Insects In-

t and Shade Trees," as follows :
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"The whole of the outer bark was removed from the elm.

(This may be done conveniently by a scraping-knife shaped

like a spoke-shave.) This operation caused a great flow of

sap in the inner lining of the bark (the liber), and the grubs

of the scolytus beetle were found in almost all cases to perish

shortly after the treatment was applied on a large scale, and

the barked trees were found, after examination by ^com-

health than the neighboring^ ones, of which the bark was

untouched. More than two thousand elms were thus

M. Robert had also obtained good results from cutting

strips about two inches wide out of the bark of old elms, from

the boughs down to the ground. << It was found that where

the young bark pressed forward to heal the wound, and a vig-

orous flow of sap took place, many of the larvae near it were

killed, the bark that had not been entirely undermined was

against four insect destroyers so pernicious in their operauunj

tree'

W
The

6

zL'zera L 'robbing itofTts beautifully branching

top; the elm-leaf beetle is defoliating it and rendering it

marked tussock moth ( Orgxitt Intcostiymn are skeletonizing its

leaves, and arresting terminal growth by amputating the ends

of the twigs and strewing them over the ground ;
and, lastly,

the three-toothed saperda—the most dangerous of

tortuously that the death ofthe tree is^he inevitable result.

It is to be sincerely hoped that should the suggestions above

made for staying the ravages of the last named insect not

prove to be practicable, other means may be found so efficient

and so simple as to lead to their general use by individuals

and by city authorities
; and that the steady progress north-

ward and westward over the state of the other two elm-de-

stroyers—the^zeuzera borer and the elm-leaf beetle -may l>e

trees be spared to us and to coming generations.



Kxri.KiMKNT Si x ( ton- IV i: i . i < vi n ,x s.—T he work of the ex-

which are of considerable value to the members of this society.
I will briefly refer to a few, citing the bulletins where they
are more fully detailed, in order that those who so desire may
make application for them to the several stations and procure
copies before the editions shall be exhausted.

The Pear Tree Psylla.—Mention has been made of the re-

markable cessation during the past year of the ravages of the
pear tree psylla in the Hudson river valley. This insect is

not confined to the eastern part of the state of New York and

dlnc
ral

b
nd ^^^^^^^ mrt^

versity by M. ^ Slingerlan^ and kTre^ltsTpuW^hed man
illustrated bulletin of 28 pages, being Bulletin 44, October,
*»92, of the University Agricultural Experiment Station. Its

J^-.^story has been worked out and the remedies available

imented with, the ^coefficient was^ found to be kerosene
emulsion sprayed upon the insect while in its larval stage,
before acquiring wings. A single spraying with the standard
emulsion, reduced with 25 parts of water (less than 3 per cent,
of kerosene) killed, as estimated, from 75 to 90 per cent, of
the larvae. The early spring, just after the leaves had ex-
panded, proved to be the best time for spraying. In the
experiments made, the unexpected result was obtained that
the freely exposed eggs of the psylla were not to be killed by

'''f'V'' Injurious to the Blackberry.—In Special Bulletin >

« tneNew Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Novembe:
30, X891, Professor!. B. Smith, entomologist, has given pop
ular descriptions, accompanied with illustrations, of the mon
destructive blackberry insects, with suggestions regarding the

remedies to be used against them.
Insects Injurious to Young Fruit- Trees.—The entomologist

°j the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, in Bulletin
Wo

- 18, for March, 1892, has given popular accounts, with
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enemies of young fruit-trees.

The Grape Vine Leaf-Hopper.—Mr. Townsend, the entomolo-

gist of the New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, in

writing of this insect, often referred to as the "thrips," states:

"For some time after the hatching of the eggs, the minute

young are to be found mostly on the lower, older leaves.

Kerosene emulsion has been conclusively proved as the only

practical remedy for them. It should be diluted with fifteen

times its volume of cold water, and applied as soon as the

young hoppers appear, thoroughly reaching with the spray the

under side of all the leaves, especially the lower ones. If

deferred until they have acquired wings, it would be too late

to attempt to destroy them in this manner. Vineyards sprayed

only once the past season with the emulsion, as above di-

rected, showed thereafter not enough hoppers to do any injury

for the remainder of the season, the same vines having been

very plentifully infested before the application."— Nlh

March, 1892, New Mexico Agr. Exp. Station.

It is strange, when this insect can be so easily destroyed,

that there should annually appear in the Vineyardist and other

papers so many complaints of severe injuries sustained from it.

The Strawberry Weevil.—M. H. Beckwith, of the Dela-

ware Agricultural Experiment Station, in Bulletin No. 18, for

September, 1892, has written of this weevil, Anthonomus

musculus, which works in the buds and blossoms of the Perfe^
blossom^the^vary or the rudimentary berry), thereby blast-

ing the berry. Kerosene emulsion and powdered hellebore

in water are recommended for use against it.

A New Strawberry Slug.—Professor Herbert Osborn, of the

Iowa Experiment Station, reports successful experiments m

in the early^part of June had extensively eaten the leaves

of a strawberry patch on the Station grounds. They were

thoroughly sprayed with one pound of London purple to

, as shown by the presence of 1

le-half gallons of the spray ha
nearly one square rod, contair
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40 grains of arsenic. Estimating that the fruit—about six
quarts—had received one-tenth of the spray distributed, or
about four grains, and that one-half of the amount of the
spray would have been equally effectual, and accepting two

data that upwards of twelve quarts of the ripe fruit would

No. 18, Iowa A%-°Exp. ' Sta. ' AugTst, ^892*
Protection /row the Cabbage Jfa^o/.—In the Eighth Annual

Report of the Wisconsin Agricultural Kxperiment Station, for
the year 1891, Professor E. S. Goff has presented very suc-
cessful results in protecting cabbage and cauliflower plants
from the attack of the cabbage-fly, by surrounding the stalk
of the plants at their setting with small hexagonal discs of
tarred paper, rapidly cut from sheets by means of a tool de-

article contributed by me to the issue of Gardo
January 29, 1893.

kerosene for the Aphis. —Professor Golf has also
Dented with kerosene emulsion for destroying the egg
aPhis infesting apple and plum, during the winter, win
were no leaves to interim with the distribution of the
»cide. The experiments were not successful, for a
emulsions of the strength of 20, 25 and 30 per cer
US(-'d, it was subsequently found that the sprayings ha
to destroy the eggs. Full success, however, was attai
a spraying of emulsion containing 13 per cent, of ke

;

X

p
nl 24. j ust as the buds of the apple were begin n i n - t

.

!1 " aphides were hatching from the eggs at this tin

they were almost entirely destroyed. This, therefor
'"' •"cepted as the most vulnerable period in the life

insect. (See the report above cited.)
XoafsuJs for the Cabbage Afhis. -Kerosene emulsi

been recommended for killing the plant-lice that often (

gate in immense numbers on the leaves of cabbage, bu



trials made at the South Dakota Station of various insecti-

cides, strong soapsuds gave better satisfaction than any other

remedy and proved highly efficacious. While most fluid

wetting them, the soap solution readily penetrated the gray

powdery substance which covers their body, and killed them.—
South Dakota A Kr. Exp. Sta.. Bulletin No. JO, March, 1892.

Plant-Lice and Rtd-Spidcrs on Rose- Bushes.— Professor C. H.

Fernald, of the Hatch [Mass.] Agricultural Experiment Sta-

everv twig of which was literally covered with the aphides,

and more or less the surface of the leaves, and also having

the red-spider exceedingly numerous on the leaves, were

inserted and held for about a quarter of a minute in a pailful

of kerosene emulsion, with this result : Two days thereafter,

examination of the bushes failed to show a single living plant-

louse or red-spider, and none appeared on them for the rest

of the season.
^

done in spraying for insect pests, and on some new insecticides,

™Expe\uncntT -Jill ^Paril TincTln Tent -Caterpillars.--Pro-

fessor Fernald reports that with one pound of Paris green to

1,000 gallons of water, all the caterpillars placed on the leaves

died within twelve days. One pound to 150 gallons of water

burned the foliage and injured the tree considerably The

best proportion for use on apple trees appeared to be one

pound of Paris green to 200, 250 or 300 gallons of water ;
even

the last-named strength killed all the caterpillars within two

days. With a dilution of 400 gallons, all were dead in three

Paris Green on the Gypsy-Moth Caterpillars.—That Paris

the effects of di

ng the young
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From an address made by W. J.
Green, before the Ohi<

State Horticultural Society at its last meeting and reportec
•

ft'". m the Country Gentleman of January 12, 1893, it appears tha
oho. while the e ffect iVeness of arsenical spraying for the curcuho 1:

conceded, it cannot be done with sufficient frequency durin;

the long period of the curculio's presence—from May t<

August—without injuring the foliage and causing the leave

Paris green. The following is the formula given : Lime, -

water, 50 gaUons. Thus mitture was found satisfactory fo

European plums, but damaged the American varieties. Wit!

suited, but it was questioned if this proportion of the arseniti

would prove effective against the curculio.

A New Contact Insecticide. —The Gypsy-Moth Committer

in Massachusetts has found by experiment that the soap

the pupae of ocneria. "Babbitt's 1776 Soap Powder" was used

powder being first dissolved in a little warm water, and

sprayed upon the congregated caterpillars until they were well

soaked with the liquid. It was thought that the "Gold Dust"

tions cannot be used for spraying tender plants, as they injure

the foliage. They can be used only on insects that cluster

about the trunks of trees or smaller objects." (Forbush.)
Creosote Oil as an Insecticide.—Forkilling the eggs of tfie

the Carolina Oil and Creosote
*
Company'^arWilmington!

: to test the efficacv of this

ale insects, and on the eggs

e killed by applications of 1

! psylla, the squash-vine be

uash-bug (Anasa tristis).



A Cheap Insecticide.—The assistant chemist, B. W. Kilgore,
of the North Carolina Experiment Station, has proposed the
following cheap arsenite tor spraying fruit-trees : A mixture

of lime, boiled together for half an hour in two to five gallons
of water,^and then diluting it to about one hundred gallons of

no soluble arsenic, and if was clearly shown that the "burn-

arsenic present, and is in direct proportion to its amount.
Arsenites with />'< rJeai/x Mixture.— Mr. Kilgore also reports:

"Practical tests of the effect upon foliage of combinations of
Paris green and London purple, each with Bordeaux mixture,

Paris green and one pound of London purple separately in

150 gallons of Bordeaux mixture, and applied to fig, grape,
mulberry, blackberry, pea, h. pear, and apple leaves. Each

results as the above. Both theory and practice show these
combinations to be perfectly harmless to foliage and that they

which they are based. The* use of lime for neutralizing the
injurious effects of the arsenites is in accord with the publica-
tions of Professor Gillette, in Bulletin No. 10 of the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station. Professor Kilgore s exper-
iments were made in July, 1890, but their publication was
delayed until a year thereafter. (See Technical Bulletin No.
2, of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,

Kaleigh. (nlv I, 1891.)
E. G. Lodeman, of the Cornell (N. Y.) Station (Bulletin

48), has found excellent results to follow the combination of

Paris green and Bordeaux mixture for spraying apple trees to

combat codlin-moth and apple-scab. His conclusions upon

"When Paris green was added to the Bordeaux mixture
the fungicidal action of the combination was more marked
than when London purple was used in place of Paris green.



7- Spraying Fruits for Insect Pests and Fungous Diseases,"
20 pages. It discusses spraying with kerosene emulsion
and the arsenites for insect pests, and spraying from the

Literature hygienic standpoint. Spraying for fungous diseases of the
on spray- apple; pear and Qther .

fc ^ ^ gpray ? The
fungicides used in spraying. How and' when to spray.
Treatment of scab, powdery mildew, the leaf-blights, black-
rot of the grape, and anthracnose. Use of copper compounds
from a hygienic standpoint. This is perhaps the most con-

been prepared, and copies may probably be obtained by
addressing the Department of Agriculture at Washington.

Bulletins on Spraying anJ Insecticides.—Several bulletins upon
these subjects have been published during the year 1892. and

growers, florists, nurserymen and others. Among them are
the following :

Information on Spraying Fruits. Pennsylvania State Col-
lege Agr. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 19, April, 1892.

Insecticides and Fungicides. Michigan Agr. Exp. Sta.
Agricultural College. Bulletin No. H v April. 1892.
The Spraying of Orchards. Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta., boos-

ter, vol. iv. No. 9, December, 1891.

1 Insecticides. Hatch

ig Machii







§ 4- National Educational and Legal Interests.

absorbed in the preparations for the Columbian Expositior
The Nicarauguan canal project has awakened much interes

among California horticulturists, who hope for cheaper rate

to old world markets upon the completion of the cana

are the efforts to discourage the use of returnable package;
and the investigations concerning the pollination of orchard:
The gift package one which is sold with the fruit—has bee

year, par^cukrlVTn New York, wfirindoubtedlysoon" insta

its use in all the leading markets. The Central Associatio
of Retail Merchants of New York and vicinity has issue

the following circular to the growers, shippers and receive)

of berries throughout the United States :

"This Association has made a thorough canvass of th

retail grocers of New York city, Brooklyn and surroundin
towns, and finds that, to a man, they are in favor of non-r<

turnable crates and berry boxes. Not only are the grocers c

these cities of one mind on this matter, but the following e>

tracts from communications from the Retail Grocers' Associs

tions of Philadelphia and Bostc
thes.

"Asa matter of health, every argume
but clean packages should be used for be
ter of profit, a careful investigation has
that the return freights and cartages, a

packages, broken or otherwise unfit for i

the cost of packages which can be used £

" But there is no dispute, so far as we I
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Bssity of using such packages. All parties agn
5 to the matter of expediency

;
and, as these cond

I this same difference have now existed for sever;

e retail grocers, who distribute the largest part i

s in question, have concluded that the time for actic

e, and have accordingly decided that on and afti

5, 1892, they will refuse to buy any berries, the pric

1 does not include the non-returnable package,
notify you thus early of our action in order that yc

-operate with us, so that when the time arrives to pi

ution in practice, there will be no ill feeling arousei

our differences may be settled amicably."

departure was too sudden
has exercised a useful influence in discouraging the harmful

practice of returning fruit packages to growers for further use

A bill passed the New
J.-:

\ Assembly early in the year

at the top and shall hold just half a bushel. Every basket

must be stamped "Standard, N. J."
_
The recent striking investigations upon the natural polluue

V^Card™
S m mr 5 SUmme UP aS

"The investigations made by M. B. Waite, of the United

presented before the Western New York Horticultural Society,

have led to some interesting and valuable conclusions. It has

long been a mystery why certain trees and orchards, growing

yield satisfactory crops of fruit ; and these studies suggest

what may prove a solution in many cases. The point which

Mr. Waite tried to determine was the efficiency of the pollen

of fruit-trees on the pistils of the same variety, and his ex-

periments covered trials on the stigma of the same flower, on
another flower of the same cluster, on one of a different

cluster on the same tree, and on those of different trees.

The study of the effect on the ovule of the same flower, and
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the owner ofderedV^few tree^ofdifferent va^etieTfronfa
firm in New York state. These, being planted near together,

Bartletts alone for a commercial orchard. These w£e^lanted

of the undertaking, led to inquiries, which brought about the
°rchards-

present investigations. The orchard of Ellwanger & Barry,

few of a kind, presents "just
&
the opposite conditions, and is

noted for its productiveness.
"It has been well known that certain varieties of raspber-

ries and grapes have proved unproductive unless planted near

amount of pollen produced. Closer observations may show
that in some cases it is due rather to a lack of potency than
to a lack of quantity.
"In the transactions of the Illinois Horticultural Society

for 1886 a case is reported in wine!) the behavior of the dew-
berry seems to bear on this point, One hundred plants were
ordered of a nurseryman and set by themselves. These grew
vigorously and blossomed full every year, but yielded only a
few imperfect berries. Later it so happened that a plot of

blackberries was planted beside them: when these came into
bearing the dewberries began to fruit, and continued to do so
regularly.

iments is an emphatic warning against planting orchards in

large blocks of a single variety, or planting isolated speci-

mens for family use. It may succeed, but the chances of

failure are far too great."
Education in horticultural directions grows slowly but ap-

parently surely. The most gratifying feature of the move- Education,

ment is its rise in England*, which, of all countries, may be
considered to be the chief in appreciation of plants and
gardens. The Royal Horticultural Society, through the
county councils, has instituted a series of lectures upon horti-

cultural topics in various parts of England. In the autumn
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grown produce than any which reaches our shores from

mand its price, and no foreign produce can compete against
it. We have a proof of this in the high price which English

markets. We are prepared to admit that, to a large extent, ^ueatjon^

would be madness to say anything to the contrary. What
we urge is that with proper attention, better fruit could be
grown at home than any which ws import, and that this fruit

commands a better price abroad than at home : then why

into the foreigner's pocket gather back some of his into our
own ? This we shall do in the future, and, thanks to the
progressive tendency of the age, the 'day of brighter things'

and the horticultural colleges are doing much towards dis-

persing the gloom which has for so long enshrouded horti-

culture. With the instruction imparted by these agents
progress will be made. It is highly essential that every
gardener should have a technical education ; as the result of

this he will be able to choose his produce more wisely and

nerative prices will then be commanded. Th?s is the most
pleasing phase of the future, and it is the standard which we

France has long
3

had
}

an efficient system of agricultural

instruction,* to which has been added during the year the
first professorship of landscape gardening in existence, at the Education

Ecole Nationale d'Horticulture at Versailles, and to which ,n France -

Edward Andre" has been called. Belgium, Germany and
other European countries are equipped with several technical

garden schools. Following are some isolated accounts which
indicate the extent and character of horticultural and kindred
teaching in some European schools :

The National School of Horticulture at Versailles had this

year 72 candidates for admission, of whom 64 entered. This
is the greatest number ever admitted at once. Twenty-one
^departments" of France are represented, showing that the

<F?b
or

,^r
d sket^^ sta - Record '"'- 440
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students came from all parts of the republic. The above

shows that technical scientific studies are being more and

more appreciated, and that the taste for horticultural pursuits

is steadily advancing.
A Course in Arboriculture is given by Mr. Chargueraud,

professor of arboriculture of the "Ville de Paris," upon the

theory and practice of growing trees and their use in decora-

tion. It consists of 10 lectures and 30 hours devoted to prac-

tical work. The course is as follows:

^Lectures. Elements
^

of vegetable ^physiology
,^

geology,

propagation, growing and preservation of plants, treat-

ment of diseases, destruction of insects, planting of rows

(alignment), studies of the best "methods;" ornamental

planting of parks, gardens and squares ; choice in the group-

ing of plants.

Practical Lessons. The starting and maintenance of

plantations, care in cultivation, pruning, studies of the plant-

ings in public places of the city, including neighboring parks.

The final examination at the Royal Horticultural School at

Wildpark, Germany, was as follows, the first five being

written, the last set oral

:

1. Dendrology. Fam. Oleaster.—(a) Enumeration of the

species and varieties, with methods of propagation; (b) use

of those enumerated in parks and gardens; (c) how pruned.

2. On the technique of landscape gardening. The grade of

a proposed drive is given. Tell the estimated cost of the

various operations, raising and lowering grade, general slope,

material used, grass seed.

3. On Manures. The most avilable manures.—(a) Compo-
sition regarding plant foods; (b) treatment of stable manure;
(c) use of artificial manures in the fruit garden.

4. Physics. The barometer, and its value as a weather
prophet.

5. Mathematics, three problems, two given. By what sum
must a capital of 325 marks, drawing compound interest at 3^
per cent., be increased each year so that at the end of 12 years

it shall amount to 1,500 marks? What must be the dimensions
of a basin which shall contain 100 bbls. of water, the upper
diameter being to the depth as 10 to 1?
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Conifers, their structure, propagation, dis

lture. Name the spring flowering plants

ticular reference to the fertilization of flowers, and germina-

5. Practical horticulture. Strawberry culture.

Students graduate as finished skilled gardeners.
In America, the chief item of interest is the successful ex-

tension of short or winter courses of lectures and laboratory

A botanic garden for the preservation of California red-woods
has been established during the year, by the donation in trust
of 640 acres of red-wood timber land" 111 Sonoma county by

|

Col.
J. B. Armstrong, of Santa Rosa. The tract is on the 1

north bank of the Russian river. The timber is in a good state
of preservation. The trustees of the garden are Miss Kate
Armstrong, daughter of the donor ; E. J. Wickson, Charles
H. Shinn, Luther Burbank and Robert U. Johnson.

The work 0/ the Division of Pomology of the Department of

A-riculture during 1892 has been mainly along lines hereto-
fore indicated.* Considerable progress has been made in the

report on nut culture in the United States, the publication of

which has been delayed by the preparation of illustrations, it

is now expected will be issued early in 1893. The report on
small fruit culture will soon follow. Work on the report on
apple culture, which will be based on returns made by growers f

during two seasons of observation, will next be taken up, the
pivp

; ,ration of the preliminary list of varieties being already
well under way. It is possible that the preliminary list of

varieties will be issued before the complete report is
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accumulated by careful painstaking and critical work that
the heterogeneous mass of information can be reduced to
anything like order.

For several years the Division of Vegetable Pathology of
the Department of Agriculture has had in view a thorough
investigation of the citrous fruits of Florida. A number of
efforts have been made to start investigations that would at
least throw light on ^some of the troublesome diseases, but

plished. Recently, however, a moreliberT^lppropriaSon
has enabled the Division to undertake a series of investiga-
tions which, it is hoped, will solve many of the questions now
being asked by intelligent orange growers. A sub-tropical
laboratory has been established at Eustis, in the heart of the
orange region. The laboratory building, erected by the citi-

zens of the town, is being fitted up with apparatus of the
most modern type for physiological, anatomical and patho-
logical research. A library on citrous fruits, containing
works from all parts of the world, has been added, making
the equipment, for the present needs at least, fairly complete.
The work at first will be mainly upon the diseases of citrous
truits, but it is not proposed by any means to limit the in-

vestigations to this field. As the very foundation upon which
all subsequent work will rest, a thorough study of the normal
physiology and anatomy of citrous and allied fruits must be
made. The most troublesome diseases are, in all probabil-
ity due to causes which the foregoing studies alone can re-
veal, diseases due to parasitic organisms are among the
earliest to study, but even here the physiology and anatomy
of the plant must be known before a thorough understanding
of all phases of the subject can be reached. Besides aiding
m the investigations set forth in the foregoing, the physiolog-
ical and other studies will throw light upon questions of the
highest importance m a practical sense. Every intelligent

f,
a
lllF°TuI

I

e
^
hzes that 11 18 ^Portant to know whatjn-
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the fruit, when grown on certain kinds of land, to rot early,

taking^tudies.
answered only after long and pains

Besides the foregoing, it is proposed, in time, to take up
such studies as will throw light upon the effect of stock on
cion

; the best stocks for the various lands, the advantages
of different methods of cultivation, pruning, irrigating, plant-
ing, fertilizing and shipping. The improvement of varieties is

another important subject that it is hoped may be considered.
This field is practically unexplored, and there is no reason to
doubt that the harvest awaiting the patient investigator is

rich. The work at present is in charge of W. T. Swingle
and H.

J. Webber, two special agents of the Division.
These men are already on the ground, and are being ably

Bill to
Y
Regulate Shipment of Nursery Stock. The nursery

introduction of a billIn to Congress by Mr. Caminettfto sub-
ject all nursery stock going into California to rigid inspection
for insects and diseases. The bill was clumsily drawn, and
could not have been executed had it become a law, but the
nurserymen of the east saw in it an attempt on the part of
California nurserymen to control their market, and they op-
posed it with great vigor. Although the bill did not pass, it

is nevertheless worthy of insertion here as the first attempt
towards national control of insects and diseases attacking
plants:

nVre^f^and ^fining the^uties

ted by the Senate and House of







sec. b. ihat the several circuit courts of the United State;

" crimtoa^L^
t0 try

h
*U actions

'

civil 01

Sec. 7. That the Department of Agriculture shall prepare
and publish such directions as may enable persons or trans
portation companies, officers of customs, and United State;
marshals to guard against the violation of this act, and delivei
copies of such to any, upon demand, free of charge: Provided,,
That copies be sent to all officers of customs or United State;
marshals immediately upon their publication.

Sec. 8. That the Department of Agriculture may appoint
agents, whose duty it shall be to enforce the provisions of this
act. Any state having officers, or boards, or commissions
empowered by the laws thereof to guard against the introduc-
tion within their borders of any scale insects, codlin moths,
or other pests injurious to trees, plants, or vines, such officers
may be appointed agents of said department to enforce the
provisions of this act: Provided, That no expense is incurred
to the United States government is so doing.

Sec. 9. That the officers of customs of the United States
are hereby directed to enforce the provisions of this act in theii
respective departments.

Watermelons are fruits. An interesting legal decision,
rendered December 30, 1891, establishes the fact that, in the

over an interT'
W*termelons ar

.

e fruits
-

The litigation arose

the suit of Thomas H. Burgess against The collector of

customs at Nogales, Arizona. The Board of General Apprais-
ers made the following opinion:
"The goods are watermelons. They were assessed for

duty at 25 per cent, ad valorem under the provision of Par.

bf the
T

'

f°r

n
Ve

f
tabl

^
S in their natural state

>
and are cIaimed

ions of Par. 580* forgreenfr^its!
^^ ^

"Webster's Dictionary, the Centurv Dictionary, Chambers'
Encyclopedia and other standard authorities enumerate
melons among fruits, such as apples, oranges, peaches and

watermelon s°
6nU Cards of hotels and restaurants, the

It is a matter of common
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"The watermelons is known technically and popularly as a

The only information before the board that is favorable to the
classification of melons as vegetables is the fact that melon
seeds are catalogued among vegetable seeds by seedsmen,
but seedsmen who so list them gave testimony, either in person
or by affidavit, that they regard melons as fruit, and that they
catalogued melon seeds among vegetable seeds simply as a

matter of convenience, both classes being regarded as garden

portation, melons are classed as fruits and not as vegetables.
Large produce dealers gave evidence at the hearing of this

not as vegetables. The various commercial and trade journals
enumerate watermelons apples, peaches, plums, etc., under
the Reading of ' fruits.'

"We find that watermelons are green fruits, and so com-
mercially known, and we hold that they are specially pro-

vided for under Par. 580, N. T.
"The claim cf the appellants is sustained accordingly."

Seed law. The legislature of North Carolina has made a
law demanding fresh seeds, which was ratified in 1891 :

An act to protect seed buyers in North Carolina. The General Assembly

Section i. That any person or persons doing business in

this state, who shall sell seeds or offer for sale any vegetable
or garden seeds that are not plainly marked upon each pack- seed law.

age or bag containing such seed, the year in which said seeds
were grown, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction thereof shall be fined not less than $10 nor more
than S50 or imprisoned not more than 30 days, for

each and every offense: Provided, That the provisions of

this act shall not apply to farmers selling seeds in open
bulk to other farmers or gardeners.

Sf.c. 2. That any person or persons who shall, with inten-

tion to deceive, wrongly mark or not label as to date any
Package or bag containing garden or vegetable seeds, shall be



fined not less than $jo nor more than $50, or imprisone

less than 10 or more than 30 days.

Sec. 3. That this act shall he in force from and aft

first day of September, 1891.

Weights and measures. A committee of the American
Trade Association, appointed for the purpose of consic

the cental system of quotations (per 100 lbs.) of vi

1, 1893, and to be used in preparing catalogues fo

' The advantages to be gained are manifold. The legis-

:ing number of pounds which shall constitute a bushel,

I these vary so greatly that much controversy is caused in

jrstate commerce, which cannot occur under the cental

zing, shipping and billing out goods, and do away with a

*e portion of the vexatious and costly errors which often

ur under the old plan.

'We suggest and recommend that clover, blue grass,

top, orchard grass, etc., be quoted by the pound,

:ed seeds be quoted by the 100 pounds.
'At this time we do not recommend that the change in-

de peas, beans, corn, flax, wheat, oats, rye and

Greenhouse heating by electricity* Gustave Oliv
Geneva, Switzerland, have recently invented a

heating greenhouses by electricity. The system
the ideal in the workings, but so much power is re

it can scarcely be regarded as economical. The <
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III. The Downing Lists, 1845 and 1872.

The first edition of A. J. Downing's "Fruits and. Fruit-
Trees of America " appeared in 1845; the second revision,
much augmented by Charles Downing, appeared in 1872. The
entire list of apples of the revision is reproduced in the in-
ventory below, and the entries which also occurred in the
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determines the character of their lists more than the trade
which is greatly foreign to their geographical boundaries. I

logues afford the truest basis for the study of the geographic
distribution of varieties, especially in those older areas in

which tl e I c s 1 a 1 ceo 2 well established. In fact,

the nursery exists because the people desire certain varieties

of fruits, and in the long run its character becomes a reflec-

new regions—as in the Mountain Region of the west—home
nurseries are not yet developed, and there is no means of

determining distribution and adaptation of varieties beyond

I have made no atl

of the varieties, preferr

,
in order to show the names which are in commercial use.

Some varieties appear under two or three different names.
It was my first impulse to revise the nomenclature of the list

in accordance with the rules of the American Pomological
Society, but so many questions of priority and expediency at

once arise in attempting to make an application of the rules,

that I have felt myself unequal to the task; and as a corn-

already undertaking this revision, I am the more persuaded
that an individual effort in that direction would be unfortu-

nate because it would undoubtedly make decisions with which

If, therefore, objectionable names occur in the following list,

they must not be taken to represent any dissent on my part

from the rules of the American Pomological Society, with

which I am in most happy accord. For purposes of statis-

tical inquiry, tin; list is undoubtedly worth more as it stands,

for it represents the actual features of a commercial inventory.

Many of these varieties have appeared since the last re-

vision of Downing (1872). Without attempting to determine

varieties which also appear under the same names in the

Downing list. It will be seen at a glance that these starred

entries are much less than half of the entire list. As a living

inventory of American apples, comprising 878 entries, I hope
that this record will serve a purpose for those who wish to

speculate upon the tendencies in our horticulture.
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§ ii. Tools mid Conveniences of the Year.
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Home-Made Subsoil Plow.—(Fig. 3.) The standard is a

Fig. 3-

end, and then drawn to a flattened point, so as to admit a

half-inch rivet to go through near the point, then up through
a steel plate (mold-board) about half an inch thick, and
riveted down. The steel plate is made sharp in front and

somewhat pointed, in shape and width about like a man's two
hands when placed upon the table with the palms down and

thumbs out of sight, showing a little of each wrist. A mortice

in the beam admits the standard, and another an iron rod for

brace. The beam is about 5^ feet long, with a wooden roller

in front to gauge the depth. One strong horse will draw this

tool in the furrow made by an ordinary plow, and stir up the

soil three or four inches below the line of the surface plow-

ing.— IV. J. Noble, in American Gardening, r68.
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Protector.— (Figs. 51, 52.)

feet long. Seven or eight laths are used to each tree,

t are held together by No. 18 wire. The device is

ade on a bench, as shown in (Fig. 52. )
On the upper

wooden spring to hold the material taut while the

beini; wired together.

—

E. S. Goff, in American Gar-

Hydrant Water. - Take 3-inch pipe 3 feet

the heating pipe through it. This outside pipe

he cold water. This outside or jacket pipe has

having an opening of i-inch, and having the

straight-away end plugged down to ^-inch.

To these straight-away 3
4
'-inch openings the

"rant or watering pipe is connected. The

rich steam-pipe is now to run through this

3r jacket, by entering in one T, passing

ugh the jacket 3 feet, and leaving by

other T. One T looks up and the other
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is placed in the tube leading from the bottom of the pot to

the bottom of the reservoir. Unless the tube is made quite

small, too much water will be drawn up.—*. Better in Der
Praktischc Ratgcbcr im Obst-und Gartcnbau, 6j.

Glazing. —(Fig. 65.) The new clip, made of zinc, for use

in glazing all kinds of horticultural structures, dispenses with

the use of top putty, saves expense in the first cost of labor,

and time in the making of repairs afterwards. The smaller

illustration given shows the clip ; the larger one the manner
in which the clip is used to hold the panes down upon the

thin layer of putty underneath, and the stops to keep them m
position. The clip itself is fixed to the sash-bars by means
of a brass screw or tack. The special advantages claimed

by the inventor, are a saving of 50 per cent, in the time re-

quired in glazing ; no breakage from contraction or expansion ;

the easv replacement of panes broken by accident ;
and the

prevention of loss of heat by the close lapping of the glass

which this system of glazing permits.— Gardening World.

To Kill Green-Fly.—Take a 6-inch flower pot, enlarge

the hole to an inch in diameter, make a supporting wire frame

with a handle over it like a bucket and which will raise >t

about an inch from the floor. Chop tobacco stems an inch

or less long, dampen them a little, and fill the pot. Light

through the hole in the bottom. It gives no flame, and burns

very slowly. Ex.

Cool Calceolaria Bench.—The bench has a double









Necrology of i8g2

Anthony B. Allen, founder and first editor of The Amer
ican Agriculturist, died at his home at Plainfield, N. J., Jan
uary 12, at 90 years of age.

F. W. Anderson, a well known botanist, and assistant ed
itor of The American Agriculturist, died December 22, 1891

He was born in England in iSbb, and first became known a:

a botanist in Montana. He later came under the employmen
of the Department of Agriculture, and was for a time associ

ated with J. B. Ellis in the preparation of plates for the

latter's work upon American fungi.

P. M. Augur, State Pomolo*gist of Connecticut, died Jul)

14, 1891. The nursery business with which he was connected

is now conducted by P. M. Augur & Sons.

Charles Edward Bart, of the fruit house of C. Bart & Co.,

John Burr, originator of many new fruits, died December

13, at Leavenworth, Kan., in his 93d year. He was born in

Bridgeport, Conn. When about 36 years old he removed to

Columbus. Ohio, where he lived for 20 years. While here he

introduced Burr's New Tine and Burr's Old Seedling strawber-

ries. In 1858 he removed to Kansas. Mr. Burr gave particular

attention to grapes, especially desiring early varieties, and

he originated, among others, Early Victor, Standard, Jewel,

Paragon and Ideal.

(363)
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Anthony Cook, Jr., a well known florist of Baltimore,
died in that city Saturday, December 31, 1892, of pneumonia,
aged 48 years. Mr. Cook had given special attention to the

Henry Currier, of the fruit firm of H. Currier & Co., Bos-
ton, died at Somerville, Mass., October 4. He was born at

Walden, Vermont, September 26, 1818. He was one of the

oldest and best known merchants of the Boston fruit trade.

P. C. Dempsey, a well known Canadian horticulturist, died
August 27. He originated, among other varieties, the Tren-
ton apple and Dempsey pear.

James C. Duffey, assistant In horticulture in the Missouri

Botanical Gardens, died near the close of the year at St.

Louis. Mr. Duffey had been assistant in horticulture in the

South Dakota Agricultural College, and had refused a full pro-

fessorship there. He graduated from tin: Michigan Agricul-

tural College in 1887. Mr. Duffey was born in i860 in Penn-
sylvania. At St. Louis he had entered upon his work with

zeal, and had begun to attract the attention of the horticul-

tural and entomological world.

Orrin P. Ford died in Boston, October 3. Mr. Ford was
a member of the fruit firm of

J.
F. Kimball & Co., and a

prominent man in the trade of that city.

Dr. Allen Furnas, one of*the most influential horticul-

turists of Indiana, died during the year.

W. J.
Gordon, owner of the*well known Gordon rose houses

at Glenville, O., died November 23. A part of his great for-

pleasure ground which he gave to the city of Cleveland.



JOSEPH HARRIS.

died at his home at Mor<

November iS. Mr. Harris

papers ever written in tins country Me was a u
fond of horticultural operations, and was a successful f

grower and vegetable gardener. For several years pnoi

his death he was in the seed business, and issued a neat

useful catalogue. The following sketch is prepared for

occasion by his widow, Sarah A. Harris :

Mr Harris was born in 1828 at Shawbury, Shropshire, England,

came to this country in December, 1849. For two years previous he

studied at Rothamstead, and assisted in making some famous experim
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tary Commission at Gettysburg, and then with the Army of
the Potomac from the Rapidan to Petersburg. In 1868 and
1869 he was president of the New York, Flushing and North
Side Railroad, and of the New York and Flushing Railroad.
In connection with Conrad Poppenhusen, he projected the net-
work of railroads now covering Long Island. In 1883 Mr.
Judd retired from the presidency of the Orange Judd Company,
and was succeeded by his brother, David W. Judd. For some
years previous he had been only nominally connected with
the company. In 1870 he gave $100,000 for the Orange Judd
Hall of Natural Science at Wesleyan University, and con-
tributed largely to the building of churches and Sunday-
schools, and to other philanthropic enterprises. In 1884 Mr.
Judd established the Orange Judd Farmer Company, in Chi-
cago. Mr. Judd wrote much for the press, notably his own

lessons for every Sunday In the year, upon which the later

Berean and International lessons were modeled.

William R. King died November 17, on the Bluefields
river, Nicaraugua. He had but recently gone to the tropics
for the purpose of establishing a nursery and fruit plantation.

He had prepared himself thoroughly for the undertaking by
work in the Division of Pomology of the Department of Agri-

culture, and by spending a year in the nurseries of R. D.
Hoyt, of Seven Oaks, Florida. Mr. King was born at Yellow
Springs, Ohio, 24 years ago.

David McDonald, a florist* of Philadelphia, of Scotch
birth, died September 7.

F. T. McFadden died in Au*gust, at his home near Cincin-

nati. He was favorably known in recent years as a green-

house builder, and for many years as an appreciative admirer
of horticultural pursuits. He was connected with journalism
for a time. He was 50 years of age, and was born in Zanes-
ville, Ohio.

D. D. T. Moore, founder *and first editor of The Rural
New-Yorker, died June 3. He was born in 1820, at Marcel-

lus, N. Y. He founded the Michigan Farmer, and was later
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Dr. T. G. Richardson, one of the best known and most

in New^rleans on"" May 25

S

He had introduced a large* and
valuable collection of hardy and half hardy plants, including

many palms.

John A. Salzer, seedsman *of LaCrosse, Wis., died Janu-
ary 22, in his 69th year. Mr. Salzer was born in Dettinger,

Germany. He came to America when 2^ and settled at

Galena, 111. His father was a nurseryman, and the early

training of the son determined his ch<.>:< e oi greenhouse work,

•foundation of his seed business. The John A. Salzer Seed
Company was incorporated in 1886. Mr. Salzer was a benev-
olent man, his gifts including bequests to an orphan asylum,

a home for the aged, and various charities connected with the

Methodist church. Four sons and three daughters survive
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srs college, New Jersey

nd Ranney C. Scott, of i

er, of Honolulu, Hawaii

James Taplin, a prominent florist, died January 9, at his

home in Maywood, New Jersey, in his 61 st year. Mr. Taplin

was born at Ludlow, in Shropshire, England. He was at one

time gardener to the Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth, suc-

cecding Sir Joseph Paxton, and was a frequent exhibitor be-

ford the Royal Horticultural Society, from which he received

a medal. He came to America in 1864 for Mr. George Suc h,

whose establishment at South Amboy, N. J.,
was a few years

ago the most famous in the country. Some 14 years before

his death he bought the property at Maywood, which soon

became noted for its fine plants. Mr. Taplin was a frequent

and facile contributor to the press. Two sons and a daughter

—Mrs. Emily Taplin Royle—are well known in floricultural

imerican Florist, Ja

Sereno Watson, curator of the herbarium of Harvard

University, and successor to Asa Gray in the preparation of

the Synoptical Flora of North America, died March 9. He
was born, December 1, 1826, in Connecticut. His early life,

after graduating from Yale, was spent in various pursuits.

About 1868 his work as a professional botanist began by his

joining King's survey in the west. His contributions to

American photography were numerous and valuable.
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William Heale died December 8, at the age of 84 years.

He was for many years a nurseryman and seedman at De-
vizes, England, and in his younger days was much interested
in growing roses and dahlias.

R. S. Holford died February 23, aged 84 years. He was
an English authority in all that pertained to the art of land-
scape gardening, his own grounds being a wonderful example

difficulties.

Philippe Janssens, for the past forty-two years treasurer of

the Royal Linnaean Society, of Belgium, died December 22,

1891, aged 64 years.

Pierre Joigneaux, founder of the school of horticulture

at Versailles, France, died Januarv >(>. aged 77- He was one
of the foremost French horticulturists of the day, and was

that his labors have materially aided the progress of horticul-

ture in the past fifty years.

Jean Ketten, of the firm, Ketten Bros., Luxembourg,
died at^the age of 43. Several varieties of roses were intro-

Ludwig Eberhard Kuntze died May 3. He was manager
of the firm. |.

('. Schmidt, of Krfurt. and" also possessed sev-

eral floral establishments in various parts of Germany.

Jacques-Ju
died May 1 x.
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John Roberts, a noted Irish grape grower, died January
23, aged 62.

M. Roch-Jolibois, head gardener at the Palais du Luxem-
bourg, died in August. He was deeply interested in orchids,
and his collection of cypripediums was particulary interesting.
He succeeded in raising many interesting hybrids in the
genus.

Stephen Ross, Hammersmith, England, died January 27
at^6o. He was employed by the Hammersmith Board of

years gardened to the Earl of Carnarvon at Highcllre.
5

years. He was director of The Revue Mycologique.
% 3

Harry C. Rowan, a frequertt contributor to English hor-

ticultural journals, died aged 47 years.

C. H. Sharman, manager of the seed firm of Carter & Co.,

died September 30, at Perry Hill, England.

James Smith, a nurseryman* near Matlock, England, died

March 29, in his 83d year.

William Steell, nurseryman at Richmond Surrey, Eng-
land, died at 78 years of age, on October 3.

Dr. Schuhelf.r, director of the botanic gardens of Christ-

iana, Norway, died June 20. His publications on the flora

of Norway are his most important works, and an English

translation of some of them has appeared under the name of

A Synopsis of the Vegetable Products of Norway.

C. Solignac, a leading horticulturist of Cannes, France,

died recently, at the age of 46.

M. Thibaut, a prominent horticulturist of France, died

early in the year, at the age of 78 years. He was much in-
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terested in large jflowered pelargoniums when these plants

were in general favor, and wrote a small volume on their cul-

ture. He alsopaid much attention to orchids.

Jacques Vigneron, a rose grower of Orleans, France, died

recently, aged 74 years.

^ J. B. ^Weber ^director of the botanic gardens at Dijon,
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